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Northern waters
Since the water crisis leapt into the public consciousness,
barely a day goes by without extensive media coverage
of this complex, multi-faceted issue.
Late last year, Charles Darwin University (CDU), in
partnership with the Northern Territory, Government,
held a two-day seminar to canvass the issues in regard
to northern waters.
Experts from across the Northern Territory, Western
Australia and Queensland were invited to express their
views on water resource management across the northern
part of the country.
After a series of stimulating papers, the experts came up
with a series of strategies and recommendations to help
Governments decide on the best ways to overcome or at
least minimise what has become a national crisis.
Northern waters is the major theme of this edition of Origins.
We hope the space devoted to the topic will be a valuable
contribution to the current debate on water management.
In May CDU holds the first Charles Darwin Symposium
for the year, inviting international and national experts
to discuss human rights and Statehood for the Territory,
issues that are linked by a resurgence of interest in the
movement towards equality with the other Australian
states. The Symposium will explore the issues on many
levels and Origins complements the debate with stories
examining whether a national Bill of Rights is needed and
whether the time is nearing for Statehood to be declared.
No doubt both these issues have some way to run before
conclusions are reached, but the Symposium will play its
part in clarifying the issues.
This edition also covers other regional topics of contemporary
relevance ranging from a story on the troubling phenomenon of suicide contagion in young Indigenous men to
the development of new ways to breed the perfect carp
in Vietnam.
Our sense of history is not forgotten either, with PhD student
Robyn Smith’s remarkable story of how heritage laws in the
Northern Territory need to be revised.

This edition also introduces a new
feature – ‘Global Territorian’ – a profile
of a Darwin-born success story on the
international stage. Our first profile is
Andrew Liveris, who now heads the
international Dow Chemical Company
in Michigan, USA, which has more than
130 plants and offices scattered around
the world.
Recently CDU has taken on a new
strategic focus, which aims to build on
our efforts over the past three years in
bringing together the institutions that
now make up CDU and in enhancing
relationships with the community.
This new strategic plan ‘1st in 5 in 10’
identifies five areas of focus that the
university commits to being benchmarked in the top band of Australian
public universities, progressively over
the next 10 years. These areas are:
• Indigenous participation and relevance
• pathways for learning
• professional, globally oriented education
and training
• knowledge to solve complex problems
of importance to the communities of
our regions
• expanding our capacity through
partnerships.
I hope you enjoy this edition, which
I believe reflects this new strategic
commitment by CDU as well as the
diversity of opinion and activity
that underpins contemporary life,
not only in a university environment,
but also in the wider community
with which we engage.

Another PhD student, Kathy De La Rue, takes us further back
in history with her story of the first waterfront settlement,
known as Goyder’s Camp, on the sliver of land where the
new convention centre is being built.

Professor Helen Garnett psm
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Sport and study do mix

Charles Darwin University is going out of its way to
help elite athletes of the Northern Territory combine
their sporting prowess with their tertiary studies.
In Semester One CDU signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Northern Territory Institute of Sport
(NTIS), which will see athletes given special dispensations
when their sporting commitments interfere with study.
‘It has always been a bit of a struggle when exams and
assignments coincided with sports carnivals’, said hockey
player Simone Liddy, who will be one of the beneficiaries
of the scheme.
Simone is in the third year of her Bachelor of Pharmacy
degree while representing the Territory in her chosen sport.
‘Now we’ll be able to get extensions on our assignments
and reschedule our exams whenever they conflict with
our sporting commitments,’ she said.
CDU Vice-Chancellor Professor Helen Garnett said a
relationship had existed for some time with elite athletes,
who had been encouraged to continue their academic
studies while undertaking their sports program at NTIS.
Now that relationship was being officially recognised
with the signing of the MOU.
‘The MOU means the athletes can undertake their studies
with the full understanding that they will have advisers
to talk to whenever it is likely their studies will interrupt
their sport,’ Professor Garnett said.
‘We aim to encourage elite athletes to progress both their
sporting and academic careers,’ she said.
Among the elite athletes to attend the signing ceremony was
ten-pin bowler Robert Kennedy – who is in the third year of
his Information Technology degree, sprinter Narelle Long –
who began her sports science degree this year and footballer
Tom Frawley – who is studying Certificate III in Sport while
still in year 11 at high school.
O
above Elite athletes – ten-pin bowler Robert Kennedy, sprinter Narelle
Long, hockey player Simone Liddy and footballer Tom Frawley – show their
enthusiasm for the new partnership at CDU.

Shore patrols

Crab Claw Island Resort sounds more like
an exotic hideaway than a classroom for a
group of Indigenous sea rangers learning
about boats.
But that is what the holiday resort became for a
month when Charles Darwin University’s maritime
lecturers offered the sea rangers the opportunity
to gain their coxswain’s certificate.
With the assistance of the Northern Land Council,
CDU’s maritime lecturers set up camp, literally on
the beach, to teach about 15 Indigenous men and
women the finer points of navigation, boat
maintenance, water safety and even rope splicing.
For the first few days of the course the students,
drawn from coastal regions across the Territory,
got to grips with the mathematics involved in
calculating speed and distance, times of arrival,
fuel consumption, marine navigation and many
other points of how to successfully skipper a boat.
The undercroft of Crab Claw Island Resort’s main
dining hall with its tropical-style verandahs served
as the classroom, with lecturer Grant Rubock
and colleague Aaron Fogarty moving among
the clusters of students to help with problem
solving activities associated with calculations
and chart readings.
It is the second time CDU has run the course
for sea rangers and builds on last year’s
successful experiment in providing training
for the Indigenous rangers.
‘These are the people who will help guard our
coastlines from illegal fishing and manage the
environmental issues that spring up in some of
the Territory’s most beautiful, if inaccessible areas,’
says course coordinator Milton Miller who is
ferrying supplies to the group on Crab Claw Island.

Origins

Such a training scheme is based on the concept that
the best people to patrol the remote coastal fringes
are the people who live on the coast – the ‘saltwater
people’– or traditional owners whose ancestors have
been managing the environment in their own way for
hundreds of years.
But now management involves the use of boats,
provided either by Customs or funded from federal
schemes designed to encourage coastal management.
During the dry season Crab Claw Island comes into its
own as a holiday resort and weekend destination for
Darwin residents who fancy a spot of fishing, boating,
or just relaxing around the chalets that fan out from
the central dining-hall.
In the wet season though, when no one else is around,
it is the ideal situation for some concentrated learning.
The coxswain’s course is being run in blocks of two
weeks, with a gap of one week between each block.
It means the students stay for those periods in
the chalets, provided with meals and accommodation
under a deal struck with the Crab Claw Island
Resort’s owner.
At the end of the training period those with reasonable skills in mathematics are most likely to qualify
for their coxswain’s certificate. Other students aim
to reach the competency levels to pass their small
boat safety certificate.
The formal training of sea rangers in boating skills
is part of the long-term plan to pass as much
responsibility as possible for the policing and
management of coastlines to the dwellers on the
ocean fringes.
Many of those who pass their qualifications will
get jobs with Customs and join the frontline
in patrolling the vast expanses of coast across
the Territory.
CDU’s maritime lecturers plan to run the course
again later this year and hope to continue the
program for many years.
O
opposite Classroom on Crab Claw Island
above Splicing on the beach
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Bart goes to jelly
Professor Bart Currie from the Menzies
School of Health Research is the latest
researcher to have a newly discovered
species of marine life named after him.
Professor Currie has studied box jellyfish for the past
17 years and has been honoured by having a new species
named after him.
It is the multi-tentacled box jellyfish that will now be
called the Chiropsella bart.
‘It’s a great honour and I’m really very excited about it,’
he said.
The Chiropsella bart is about the size of a tennis ball
and is not potentially life-threatening to humans.
‘As far as jellyfish go this one isn’t such a baddie.
It wouldn’t kill people, but if a child had a lot of
tentacle contact it could be very serious,’ he said.
The jellyfish, common only around Nhulunbuy on
the Gove Peninsula, is prevalent in the dry season.
This is unlike all other known species, which are
common in the wet.
‘It’s extremely interesting and unique to the Territory,’
he explained.
CDU’s Vice-Chancellor, Professor Helen Garnett, said the
naming of a species after Professor Currie was fitting
recognition for his many years of research in the field.
‘Professor Currie and the Menzies School of Health
Research have been keeping Territorians safe by
researching the prevention of jellyfish deaths over
the past two decades,’ she said.
A specimen of Chiropsella bart is being lodged in the
Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory,
where it will have a special designation that sets it
apart from other species.
O
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Northern waters
Water in the north is plentiful, but will climate change and development proposals lead
to the kind of crisis that troubles the bottom half of Australia? ron banks examines the
current debate about the divide that has opened up between north and south over the
best ways to manage and use this vital resource.
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Since the water crisis leapt into the national consciousness
last year the waterways of northern Australia have become
an integral part of the debate.

This was the Humpty Doo rice-planting
experiment, which ended in ignominious failure.

Its rivers and wetlands were seen as one of the potential
solutions to the problems of the south. All that was needed,
argued the most idealistic of the southern water futurists,
was to adopt one of two solutions; either pipe or transport
the water of the north to irrigate the farmlands of the
drought-stricken south, or bring the farmers up north
to plant their own crops.

The northern experts appear to be in
accord that much more research needs
to be undertaken to ensure scientists,
environmentalists and engineers are
working from the same sound base
of knowledge.

These verdant, empty lands would flourish under careful
husbandry, plentiful seasonal rains and the well-maintained
dams that could be built.
Not so fast, said the water experts with a better knowledge
of the north’s climate, rainfall, water supplies and agriculture. The north was not some ‘watery El Dorado’ that could
simply be plundered for the benefit of southern farmers,
or anyone else who wanted to escape the drought in the
rest of the country.
For a start, said the northern experts, the north was subject
to climate change as much as the south and the seasonal
deluges that brought its bounty of water across the Top
End were subject to fluctuations. A couple of bad seasons
and the north could be in trouble with its water supplies,
too. They also delivered the alarming statistic that from
1961 to 2005 sea level rises in northern Australia exceeded
the global average of 30mm, as reported in the technical
summary of the Fourth Report of the International Panel
on Climate Change.
Another factor against the idea was simply the lack of
knowledge about how the waterways, lakes, billabongs and
other wetlands functioned. No one knew for certain how
the pressures of draining off water, sending it elsewhere or
trying to store it in dams would impact on the wildlife and
the bushland flora, not to mention the water table. The
only ones who knew something about the wetlands were
the Indigenous communities, whose knowledge gained
from traditional ownership needed to be tapped into.
Nor did they really know much about which crops would
grow best in the sub-tropical climate.
A pointer to the failure of previous agriculture schemes lay
some 50km from Darwin at Fogg Dam, which had been the
site of the ill-fated scheme in the 1950s to grow rice on the
wetlands that seemed to resemble the rice paddies of Asia.

While many millions of dollars are
being spent on projects such as TRACK
(Tropical Rivers and Coastal Knowledge)
through its hub at Charles Darwin
University, much of the research is
in its infancy.
Professor Eric Valentine, who holds the
Foundation Chair of Civil Engineering
at Charles Darwin University, says one
of the big issues in the debate is the
‘environmental flow’ of rivers, that is,
what is left in the river after water has
been taken out for resource uses such
as irrigation.
‘Some people in the Territory regard the
environmental flow as what was there
in the first place and that nothing
should be taken out,’ he says. ‘Clearly
this is not always practical. Down
south, they have taken too much.’
He says that engineers and not just
scientists have a vital role to play in
managing water resources and river
systems. ‘Engineers attempt to do
the best for society within difficult
constraints. They are much more
enlightened than in the past and they
must interact with all other disciplines
to solve the problems.’
The other grand scheme for water on
the visionary scale of an engineering
nature involves pumping water down
canals or pipes to the dry gulches of
the cities and into the homes of thirsty
citizens. This was a scheme much in
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Since then, similar pipeline schemes have been floated
by the more visionary futurists with an eye to northern
rivers, but all of them have been debunked or ridiculed
by the experts.

above
Lillies at Knuckey Lagoon.
Northern Territory

favour in Western Australia two years
ago when Liberal politician Colin
Barnett, then leader of the Opposition,
boldly announced, if elected his
government would build a canal to
bring water from the Kimberley to Perth.
It was breathtaking in its vision, mainly
because Mr Barnett had not costed the
proposal. The WA Government immediately ridiculed the idea and set up its
own taskforce to examine such a
proposal as ‘Colin’s Canal’. Its taskforce duly reported that to build a
pipeline of any sort from the Kimberley
would cost around $14 billion – placing
water in the champagne category in
terms of its delivery to households.

What the water
experts have
told the ministerial
summit

In a summit organised by Charles Darwin University and
the Northern Territory Government late last year, the experts
laid out their ideas and more clear-sighted visions for the
future of northern waters.
Over two days of debate and discussion a raft of environmental scientists, academics, engineers and public water
authority experts pooled their ideas on how to plan for the
future, raising warnings about the dangers as complacency,
ignorance or impracticality, while stressing the urgency of
new management strategies and the need to gain more
knowledge through research.
These warnings, strategies and plans for action were drafted
into an executive summary, which has since been put to a
meeting of the Government Ministers responsible for water
management across the north – those jurisdictions in the
Northern Territory, Western Australia and Queensland.

Promoting the shift of southern
agriculture north is not recommended
for the following reasons:

S
S

The northern waters summit brought
together key players in the water
debate. Their recommendations
were sent in a briefing paper to the
Council of Ministers responsible for
northern waters. Key policy issues
for governments are:

Not only are they regarded as too difficult an engineering
and environmental challenge, but the cost of any scheme
would simply be too prohibitive. So, pipelines are off the
agenda for the foreseeable future – even if some politicians
still harbour dreams of one last grand engineering scheme
involving water on a scale to rival the Snowy Mountains
project of the 1950s.

Water availability in the north is
highly seasonal.
Climate change is reducing rainfall,
notably in the north eastern wet
tropics. It is causing sea level
rises and saline excursions into
freshwater bodies and increasing
evaporation rates.

S

The poor quality of much of the soils
places severe limitations on the
availability of land for agriculture.

S

Climatic conditions and the short
generation times of many potential
nuisance plant and animal species
will (and in fact already do) pose
major problems for any expansion
of northern agriculture.

S

The allocation of land under
common law and legislation
to Indigenous Australians and
their pressing needs for water.

S

The northern savannah is an
important carbon sink in Australia.

Moving water south to address urban
demands is not recommended for the
following reasons:

S

Water pipelines, pipes and canals
are not cost effective or energy
efficient in comparison with
improved water conservation,
seawater desalination and
water recycling.

S

This strategy ignores the growing
industrial, community and environmental needs for water in the north.
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‘The quality of our data is poor, or
the data we do have contains crucial
gaps. For example, many river gauging
stations (to measure the flow) were
closed down as a result of state
government budgetary cuts over
the past 15 to 20 years.’

One of the keynote speakers at the summit was National
Water Commissioner, David Trebeck, who said there were
already promising signs of rigorous water management
planning throughout northern Australia.
He said Western Australia was finalising a comprehensive
new framework for water planning, while in Queensland
water resource plans had been put out for public consultation.
In the Northern Territory, the Government was making
legislative changes to facilitate the development of water
management plans in priority areas such as the Daly River,
Katherine, rural Darwin and Alice Springs.
However, he sounded a note of caution. ‘The science of
water, water planning processes, water markets and
water policymaking are all immature right across
Australia,’ he said.

Strategies for future water use policies:

S
S

Address the perception that water is
going to waste in northern Australia.
Address the perception that the
north is under-developed, by
demonstrating why the opportunity
for intensive agriculture is very
limited.

S

Ensure northern water data is
not considered in a vacuum,
but is always coupled with data
on cultural issues, land use
suitability, climate trends and
distance to market.

S

In sum, there is an urgent need for
improving the understanding of the
media and the public on northern
water issues. This can be achieved
with the assistance of credible,
independent communicators.

Strategies recommended for medium
term implementation:

S

Develop coordinated water resource
planning approaches across the
northern jurisdictions that are
linked with land use suitability,
within the National Water Initiative.

S

Allocation of water resources by
state and federal authorities should
take into account future climate
change patterns and consequent
changes to land-use suitability.

With the caution though, came a note
of optimism in Mr Trebeck’s situational
summary. ‘Admittedly, there is little
evidence to suggest that any of the
rivers in Northern Australia have come
under too much pressure to date,
although we are approaching what
appears to be a full allocation in a
couple of systems. It is fortunate
that there does not appear to be
over-allocation problems in the
north on a scale that exists in large
areas of southern Australia. We need
collectively to strive to ensure this
doesn’t happen in the future.’
‘Equally, we need to find ways to
facilitate sensible economic development of northern water resources
that respect the environment
and the preferences of the relevant
communities.’
In other words, it appears that it is not
yet too late to pre-empt problems in

The strategies were prepared and recommended
by: Professor Stuart Bunn – Director – Centre for
Australian River Futures Queensland, Professor
Peter Cullen – National Water Commissioner
& Wentworth Group Chair, Mr Daryl Day
– President – Australian Water Association,
Mr James Donaldson – Manager – Landscapes:
Land & Water Australia, Mr Peter Gilbey
– Director - Regional Water Infrastructure
Planning – Queensland Department of Natural
Resources and Water, Mr Chris Higgs – Water
Policy Adviser - Office of the Minister for Water
Resources – Government of Western Australia,
Dr David Jones – Director – ERISS – Department
of Environment and Water Resources, Ms
Sally Robinson – Director - Auriga Consulting,
Professor Robert Wasson – Deputy Vice Chancellor
(Research) Charles Darwin University, Mr Russell
Willing – Editor – The Runny Stuff.
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the north, gather the knowledge and
to plan for the future – unlike the
situation in the south where the
dire lack of water has led to
crisis-management strategies.
Mr Trebeck also sounded a warning
to those in the Darwin community
who spread a lot of water on their
gardens – they must not take the
bounteous wet season for granted.
‘In Darwin there is a determination to
make the city look like a wet tropical
paradise,’ he said. ‘So much so that the
price of water is so low it does not
recover the full cost of providing it.’
Mr Trebeck foreshadowed that urban
water pricing will come increasingly
under the microscope in northern
Australia, as elsewhere.

His predictions that the consumer in Darwin might have to
pay more for water immediately attracted the local media –
who quizzed Mr Trebeck about how much more. He
suggested the price paid for a kilolitre of water would have to
double – and even predicted this issue may have to be
grappled with again in two to three years.
It would be a pity if price-sensitivity was the only way that
the average water-user in the north was to become aware
of the issues surrounding the precious fluid that sustains
our planet. But with scientists and engineers increasingly
engaged in gaining new knowledge about northern river and
lake systems and that knowledge feeding into new management systems and strategies, discussion over the next months
and years is likely to reach more sophisticated levels of
understanding than mere self-interest in the cost of a shower.
O

On track
Over the next few months the new water research consortium track will
be rolling out projects across the northern rivers and estuaries of Australia.
Dozens of research projects will provide
the kind of information that will help
governments, communities and
industries make their decisions
on water use and management.
TRACK stands for Tropical Rivers
and Coastal Knowledge and comprises
researchers from 12 organisations from
across Australia, with its research hub
on CDU’s Darwin campus.
below left
Doctor Brad Pusey
below right
Measuring fish,
Daly River

The research, stretching out over the
next four years, will focus on major
river catchment regions from the
Kimberley to Cape York such as the
Daly River in the Northern Territory,

Fitzroy in the Kimberley and the Mitchell River in northern
Queensland. It will also study Darwin harbour.
TRACK has been funded by an investment of more than
$16 million from the major water agencies such as Land
and Water Australia and the Commonwealth Environmental
Research Facility, with strong support from the NT,
QLD and WA governments.
TRACK will bring together more than 50 of Australia’s
leading researchers from social, cultural, environmental
and economic disciplines. An important component will
be tapping into Indigenous knowledge.
O
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Down the Daly
The far reaches of the Daly River will
be an electrifying sight in the next dry
season – that’s the time when the TRACK
research team returns to the river to
gauge water flow and calculate fish stocks
as part of their on-going exploration of
the river system.
And when we talk about electrifying,
the term is meant in the literal rather
than the metaphorical sense.

text
Ron Banks
photographs
Michael Douglas
above
TRACK researchers

Researchers will send electric shocks
into the water from their boat to stun the
fish, scooping them up in nets to quickly
identify the species, weigh and measure
them before releasing them back into
the water, unharmed.
‘The electric shock could probably kill a
man if he fell into the water,’ says TRACK
executive director Michael Douglas. ‘It all
depends on the length and mass of the
object being stunned, so the small size of
any fish means they are safe from harm –
except being stunned for a few seconds.’
The stun technique is widely accepted
in marine research and for shallow waters
where boats cannot venture researchers
take to the water with a backpack stunner
– protecting themselves from shock with
gloves and boots as they wade about
with their nets.
Measuring the size and quantity of the
fish stocks on a seasonal basis is part of
TRACK’s extensive work in gaining the
kind of waterways knowledge that will
help develop appropriate management
systems across the north of Australia.

The measurements will be taken each year in the dry
season and will help to gauge the effect of climate and
resource use on the Daly River system from year to year.
The first measurements were taken last year and the
project will run over the next three years.
TRACK’s team of researchers works closely with the
traditional owners of the land through which the river
flows, relying on them for advice about flow conditions,
the best spots to find fish and what dangers may be
encountered under the water and on the river banks.
Indigenous custodians of the land have also been recounting
their stories about fish – an important emblem in salt and
seawater cultures – to produce what in effect will be a
cultural and historical component of the aquatic research.
‘The project is basically about determining the freshwater
flow of the river and what will happen to the fish if
development changes the flow,’ says Dr Douglas.
‘Once we have the information we will be able to make
informed decisions about management systems and
sustainable development.’
O
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OPINION

Where failure turns to ruin

Since Independence in 1975 Australia has spent $15.5 billion on aid to Papua New Guinea.
allan patience argues that not a cent of this money has stopped the country becoming a
basket case.

The day before I left Melbourne for Port
Moresby, early in 2004, to take up an
appointment in the University of Papua
New Guinea, The Age newspaper
published a report identifying the
best and worst cities in the world.
Melbourne came out on top. Its virtues
were extravagantly listed: fine wining
and dining; stylish architecture;
internationally acclaimed cultural
institutions; world class universities;
a cosmopolitan population; great
sporting venues – ‘Marvellous
Melbourne’ indeed.
Who in his right mind – my family and
friends wondered – would leave this
Shangri-la just to the north of the
South Pole, to work near the equator,
in a place where heat and mud and
malaria made life less than salubrious?
They had a point. The Age ranked
Port Moresby as the world’s worst city.
Daily power blackouts, frequent water
supply failures, no cinemas, poor
public transport, the high cost of
living – the picture was bleak.
Worst of all was Port Moresby’s crime
rate. Murders occurred at double
the pre-Giuliani rate in New York,
burglaries and muggings every few
hours, rape – even of small children
– appearing to be de rigueur.

photograph
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It’s true that Port Moresby deserves
its bad reputation. Many of the public
buildings are ramshackle and swathed
in rusty razor wire. Streets are potholed
and dangerous. Rubbish rots in heaps
along the roads. Crimson betel spitstains spread lurid patterns across
walls and paths.
In the markets tired-looking men and
women with skinny kids in their wake
try turning their few small coins into a

family meal. Business is brisk in the sleazier parts of
the squatter settlements encroaching on the city.
Policing is mostly ineffectual, often brutal and follows
a simple formula: blame the victims, avoid the real
perpetrators – especially the politicians and their wealthy
backers. The Waigani swamp where crocodiles lurk is a
useful place to dispose of those who don’t survive the
bashings or interrogations.
Moresby is anything but marvellous. So why did I go there?
I’ve always been fascinated by ‘the state’ – that central
locus of power in modern society. I’m especially interested
in what happens when states cease to function effectively.
There is much academic and media talk these days
about problems posed by ‘failing states’.
States fail because they lack the human capacity and
economic resources needed to provide essential services
such as hospitals, aid posts, schools, roads and bridges,
security and sustainable growth.
There are three things that we can note about failing states.
First, their leaders lose heart and go bad – the people are
abandoned. Crime and violence increase. Life, for the
majority, becomes a Hobbessian nightmare – ‘solitary,
poor, nasty, brutish and short’.
Without doubt these things are happening in PNG and
have been for most of the past three decades.
Second, failing states are believed to be easy targets for
cross-border crime syndicates wanting to peddle drugs,
and smuggle people and guns, launder money, buy and
sell politicians and conduct shady businesses.
There is disturbing evidence that many of these things are
happening in PNG. This is particularly true in the logging
industry. Foreign companies are extending tentacles into the
highest levels of government as they exploit the magnificent
rain forests of PNG at horrifying cost to traditional owners,
the environment and the country’s political system.
Third, some failing states are believed to harbour growing
bands of international terrorists – for example in Mindanao
in the southern Philippines.
There is little evidence to suggest terrorist groups are
active in PNG. That doesn’t mean to say this won’t happen
in the future.
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PNG is a failing state – though one is not supposed to say
this in public.
Its population growth is rising above its small and arguably
unsustainable levels of economic growth – some experts
believe that there has been no real growth over the whole
period of Independence. Literacy is declining at an alarming
rate. Unemployment is a serious and growing problem in
the squatter settlements and urban centres.
In major public hospitals more than half the women
presenting for treatment are the victims of rape and/or
bashings. Disease pandemics are cutting swathes across
the population – HIV/AIDS, TB, malaria. One report suggests
HIV/AIDS could wipe out a third of the PNG population in
the next couple of decades.
Late in 2005 Human Rights Watch International published
a horrifying report on increases in crimes, including rape
and murder, against children in PNG – crimes committed
by the police!
Annual United Nations reports show that PNG is moving
steadily down the Human Development Index (HDI).
In 2005 Australia ranked number three in the world,
PNG ranked 137, just above Sudan, Congo and Zimbabwe,
but behind the Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and Fiji.
Perhaps the saddest thing about PNG, however, is the
tsunami-like wave of corruption inundating the country.
The Chief Ombudsman in PNG has warned, corruption is
rife throughout PNG, at all levels – even in the churches.
Transparency International publishes data showing that
PNG is among the most corrupt countries in the world.
Former Prime Minister, Sir Mekere Morauta claimed that
corruption in PNG is ‘endemic, systemic and systematic’.
All of this reflects very badly on successive PNG governments. The evidence points to a political leadership that
is mostly incompetent, over-whelmingly dishonest, venal,
self-aggrandising, criminally corrupt and irresponsible.
The next general election in PNG is due in July this year.
Already the forms of leadership highlighted in this article
are all too obviously being played out. Bribes, bullying, lying,
defaming opponents, threats - these realities have become
the norm in PNG politics.

Moreover, PNG is becoming a ‘ruined
state’. This means it is a failing state
whose leaders have started cannibalising its resources. Such leaders have no
concern or compassion for the people
they govern. They’re simply in it for
themselves. Robert Mugabe in Zimbabwe is an especially ugly example of
a leader who is ruining his state. The
military junta in Myanmar, Burma is
the same. So are the leaders of states
like North Korea and Haiti. PNG’s
political leaders are in grave danger
of joining this grim brotherhood.
How may this be remedied? The answers
are not simple or immediately at hand.
But they will almost all involve Australia.
In the years since 1975 when PNG
achieved Independence, Australia has
spent more than $15.5 billion propping
up successive PNG governments. Not
a cent of this money has prevented
state failure – nor has it stopped the
ruining of the PNG state. Indeed some
of it might have contributed to the
tragedies that we see festering away
in that sad country.
How may we imagine a new role for
Australia in dragging PNG out of its
current crisis? This will involve a
very different kind of policy imagining
to that being pursued by the Howard
Government. It will require a new
commitment by Australia to work
sensitively with its former colony,
to cultivate the prosperity and security
that we take for granted, but which the
vast majority of Papua New Guineans
could never even dream of today.
O
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Profile
turning point

right now

ultimate wish

Remembering traditional
tenderising methods used
by my mother in Vietnam.

Analysing carp DNA
to identify better
breeding stock.

To improve the quality
and breeding efficiency of
carp to help feed Vietnam’s
expanding population.

The perfect catch
Vietnamese scientist binh thai, an expert fish breeder, is using sophisticated DNA analysis
at CDU to develop a management program to help genetically improve the common carp,
a species that is a staple of the Vietnamese diet and the world’s oldest domesticated fish.
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A bright idea can sometimes emerge by
remembering something from the past
– even from your childhood.

blend of chemicals to reduce the egg stickiness that results
after fertilization – this stickiness seriously hinders efforts
to artificially incubate the eggs.

Take the case of Vietnamese aquaculture scientist at CDU, Binh Thai, who
remembered that his mother used to
tenderise steak by marinating it with
pineapple juice from local trees.

But Binh, a researcher with an impressive record of improving the quality of carp raised using artificial breeding
methods, was looking for a cheaper and less complex
alternative to the expensive chemicals involved in
‘unstickying’ the eggs so that the incubation process
could proceed swiftly and successfully.

Binh was looking for a cheap, simple
chemical that could reduce egg
stickiness when breeding the common
carp, arguably the country’s most
important fish species used for aquaculture, especially in rural areas in the
north where it is essential for food
security and income.
Fish propagation is a pretty complex
task, involving catching and selecting
the best broodstock and stripping and
mixing sperm with eggs at just the
right time and in just the right quantities, then artificially incubating the
developing eggs.
In the past peasant farmers were
taught they must use a complicated

He reasoned that his mother used pineapple juice on the
meat in the family kitchen to break down protein and
hypothesised that this may work with the protein associated
with the egg stickiness in common carp. He knew from his
studies as a scientist that pineapple juice contained an
abundance of proteolytic enzymes, which can digest protein.
Binh conducted a series of experiments that neatly supported his hypothesis and now Vietnamese farmers can
propagate their fish with a cheap, quick and easy method –
using the pineapples that grow in abundance around their
villages. This meant doing away the need for large vats of
imported chemicals and enabling the process to be completed for just US$1 instead of the previous US$30.
Solving the problem of egg stickiness in the common carp
might not excite the imagination of the layman, but it does
illustrate the lateral-thinking of researchers such as Binh.
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Given that the amount of common carp
grown in Vietnam alone exceeds the
entire aquaculture production of
Australia, Binh’s simple research-based
solution will make a big difference.
The Hanoi-born researcher is dedicated
to improving the quality of the carp –
a fish much underestimated in
Australia but making up a significant
part of the diet of millions of Vietnamese, Chinese and many others from
Asian countries. It is also on the menu
in many European countries, where
people consider them a speciality.
But try offering carp at a dinner party
in Australia and you will get a very
different response. For some reason,
Australians just will not wear the
taste of this abundant fish.
The Australian’s strange distaste
for carp has not stopped Binh from
continuing his research from his base
at the Arafura Timor Sea Research
Facility in Darwin under the supervision of Charles Darwin University’s
Professor Chris Austin, Head of the
School of Science and Primary Industries.
One of Binh’s key tools in researching
ways to improve the quality of the
common carp is the $250,000 genome
analyser funded by the NT Government
to support advanced genetic research.
Over the past four years Binh has been
collecting tissue samples taken from
the fin of the carp found throughout
Vietnam for DNA analysis.
By analysing the DNA he can identify
genetic variations among different
strains of carp in the search for a
better breeding stock. By finding the
best strains scientists can develop a
genetically ‘improved’ strain of carp
that can breed faster, live longer,
taste better and survive in fish ponds
and the rice fields of Vietnam.
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‘The aim of getting the best broodstock is getting a fish
that has all these qualities,’ explains Binh. He says the
Vietnamese not only love to eat the carp, but the fish
possesses symbolical value at Vietnamese New Year,
when each family choose the most perfect specimen
they can find and offer it on a plate to the ‘kitchen gods’.
‘We buy the fish at New Year, put it on a plate, pray for
the ‘kitchen gods’ to bless it and then release it back
into the river,’ Binh explains.
The rest of the year, though, the Vietnamese eat the carp
in their millions, with villagers breeding them in their fish
farms that are an extension of the rice paddies. Unfortunately, in the past, the breeding programs have been troubled
by in-breeding, which has lead to low survival rates and slow
growth of the fish.
When he is not at his desk and computer in Darwin, Binh
can be found at the Research Institute for Aquaculture
Number One outside Hanoi – one of four research stations in
northern Vietnam. It is from these stations that the research
work from Australia feeds into the breeding programs that
are now producing the desired results in the rice-fields
of Vietnam’s inland waterways. The carp fingerlings are
supplied to the farmers, who are able to watch as they
grow to a weight of about 1.5kg within six months.
‘It’s very fast,’ says Binh.
Fish farming in the shallow waters of the paddy fields also
has its advantages for the farmers tending their rice crops.
‘The carp eat insects on top of the water and in the roots of
rice, as well as pests on the bottom,’ says Binh. ‘So there is
no need to use pesticides – it’s a friendly environment all
round for the farmers.’
Binh studied aquaculture in Hanoi for his bachelor’s degree
and completed a diploma in aquaculture at Deakin University before moving to Darwin to complete his doctorate on
the carp. His PhD and postdoctoral research has largely
been funded by AusAID grants to his supervisor Chris Austin
and represents a highly successful research collaboration
between Australian and Vietnamese institutions that will
bring tangible benefits to small-scale farmers.
Binh hopes to continue his postdoctoral research with
his Australian colleagues and contribute to Vietnam’s
constant search to find efficient ways to feed its
burgeoning population.
O
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Under the griller

steve sunk is the Territory’s own celebrity chef, dubbed the Walkabout Chef for his cooking
classes in remote Aboriginal communities as a VTE lecturer for Charles Darwin University.
He recently published a book, complete with recipes, about his efforts to bring nutrition
education to the communities by re-introducing bush tucker to their diet.
interview
Ron Banks
photographs
David Hancock

When did you decide you wanted to
become a chef? I’d always helped my
mother around the kitchen from about
the age of eight and I knew I had a flair
with food. When I was 14 I saw an ad in
the paper for a chef’s apprenticeship
and decided to apply. But you had to be
15 to get the job so I lied about my age.
It took me about month after starting
my apprenticeship to tell my parents
that I had left school. I was working as
an apprentice at Decca’s, which was
the top restaurant in Adelaide.
What was one of the highlights of
your career? One that sticks in my
mind came early when I was named
Apprentice of the Year after only about
a year’s experience. I was still 15 or
maybe just 16 and I won the South
Australian Gas Company’s cooking
competition to be named top apprentice. It was a big deal in those days and
I was competing against chefs many
years older. I still remember what
I cooked for the competition – it
was a baked snapper that had been
marinated, a pancake dish and a
strawberry flambeau.

After many years working in major restaurants and hotels
around the world you decided to come to the Territory 12
years ago. Why? Mainly because my wife’s family comes
from there and she wanted to be close to her mother.
I went into vocational training as a lecturer in cooking
and have never really looked back. I had previously
worked in the Regency in Adelaide, which was one of
the top training schools in the country for young chefs.
You spend a lot of your time delivering cooking courses to
women in remote Aboriginal communities. What have you
learned from that experience? The course I run is called
Back to Basics and it aims to show the women and increasingly the men, how to take advantage of the bush tucker
available to them so that they lead healthy lives. What I’ve
learned is they are eager to learn and Aboriginal health is
slowly improving. It’s not easy to go into remote communities, but once you’re there it can be a lot of fun. I’ve also
learned that you’ve got to speak out when you see some
things happening that shouldn’t be.
You’ve also made connections with Sri Lanka. What is that
about? I used to go there to do menu preparation and staff
training for the Galadari Hotel in Colombo and when the
tsunami happened I wanted to help out. I’m now sponsoring
the training of 16 orphaned young Sri Lankans at a private
cookery school in southern Sri Lanka. I’ve found sponsorship
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right
Steve Sunk with
Daly River community
students

from Arafura Catering and Spotless in
Darwin so we can provide the young
people with uniforms and personal
equipment such as knives and other
kitchen utensils. I hope to go back
there later in the year to check on
their progress.
Why did you decide to publish a book
about your work in remote communities? Well, it wasn’t really me but
Miriam Rose Bauman, from the Daly
River community, who kept saying I
should write a book about my experiences. Miriam was the first community
leader I met when I started my Back to
Basics courses. We’ve been friends for
a long time and I love going back to the
community – it’s where it all started
and it was Miriam who gave me the
name The Walkabout Chef.
Your surname Sunk is unusual.
Is it German? Well, no. My father was
Yugoslavian and my mother Spanish
and they met in Scotland just after the
war. My father’s family name is really
Shunka. He had been in the German
army and in 1946 was being taken to a
prisoner of war camp in Siberia. That
wasn’t a very good idea, so he jumped
off the train and made his way to
Scotland. Don’t ask me how. Anyway,
he met my mother in Scotland – she
was from a big Spanish family that had
moved there to work in the coal mines.
I was born in Dumfries and we migrated
to Australia in 1956 when I was two.
We were given the name Sunk by an
immigration official who couldn’t

pronounce or spell the name Shunka. And my father’s
English wasn’t very good, so he couldn’t explain. The official
just said to my father: ‘Well, your name can be Sunk.’
All the other Sunks in Australia are related to me.
You have a busy schedule lecturing in remote communities.
How do you relax at home in Darwin? I’ve got a big
blacksmith’s workshop at home and I like to make my
own presentation knives and even swords. I love working
as a blacksmith. I even made a samurai sword for the
Singapore consul on his retirement.
What’s your favourite holiday destination? Funnily enough,
it’s Melbourne. We go there quite often on holiday. Mainly
for the food. I love the variety you can find and I love the
markets where you can buy fresh produce.
Are there any foods that you will not cook? No, not really.
I’ve cooked just about everything from snake to dugong.
Trust me. I’ve even cooked mangrove worms as a salad dish,
but it’s not a delicacy you could eat all day. I would probably
draw the line at preparing dishes with insects – grasshoppers
and those kinds of things often eaten in Asia. Cockroaches
and crickets would be off the menu. Witchetty grubs are no
problem , though. I’ve got a recipe for them in my book.
O
antennae
Steve Sunk’s book Walkabout Chefs is published by Skyscans Australia.
Available at major book stores.
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The biggest losers

Darwin residents are great gamblers.
They’re also big losers, as the results
of a recent study has revealed.

text
Will Martin

Darwin residents are great gamblers.
They’re also big losers, a recent CDU
study has revealed.
In the period from 1996/97 to 2004/05
the total amount lost by Territorians on
poker machines increased from $45
million to $114 million per annum.
Considering the number of machines in
casinos and pubs across the Northern
Territory increased from 1,074 to 1,802
in the same time period, it is not
surprising to discover on average
each resident loses $562 per annum
on the pokies.
These startling statistics come from a
study on the prevalence of gambling in
the Northern Territory conducted by Dr
Martin Young and a team of researchers from Charles Darwin University’s
School for Social and Policy Research.
While poker machines were by no
means the most popular form of
gambling, they accounted for a large
proportion of the expenditure on all
forms of gambling, which totalled
$272.4 million in 2005/06.

Considering gambling is a form of entertainment for most
people, an average expenditure of $562 per person on the
pokies appears to be a reasonable amount of loss to sustain
in the course of a financial year. But this figure is misleading
to the extent that it distributes the losses of a small number
of people across the entire population.
The report estimates approximately 1.1 per cent of the
population can be classed as ‘problem gamblers’. As a
group ‘problem gamblers’ account for 31.3 per cent of
total gambling expenditure in the NT, reporting an average
loss of $30,913 per annum, with an estimated $15,800 spent
on pokies alone.
What these figures show is a significant proportion of
the revenue generated by the gaming industry every year
is derived from the financial hardship of a small number
of individuals.
The figures also highlight an apparent insatiable appetite
Territorians have for playing the pokies. The study found
profits from gaming machines tend to increase in proportion
to the number of machines in venues. This is what the
researchers call a ‘concentration effect’, a disturbing trend
that has seen profits from poker machines double over the
last 10 years.
Concern was also raised over the increasing numbers of
Indigenous gamblers spending money on poker machines,
a trend which sees money flowing from the unregulated card
games in communities into the regulated gambling industry.
While Indigenous card games have historically been seen
as a beneficial social activity, which facilitates the equitable
distribution of community funds, a scoping study provides
evidence that money is now flowing from the remote
communities into gambling venues in bigger centres.

Based on the results of a telephone
survey, the research team found 73 per
cent of the adult population gambled
at least once a year, with 53 per cent
participating only in lottery games.

It is difficult to assess the true social costs of problem
gambling and more research is needed to determine
whether or not the social and economic benefits of
gambling outweigh the costs. It is clear from the survey,
however, that those who play poker machines are at a
much higher risk of becoming a problem gambler.

The next most common forms of
gambling included instant scratch
tickets (29 per cent), poker machines
(27 per cent), keno (23 per cent) and
horse or greyhound races (19 per cent).

The authors of the report recommend the current practice
of ‘capping’ the number of poker machines in pubs, clubs,
hotels and casinos be retained and noted the need for
more research into the nature of Indigenous gambling
with a specific focus on gaming venues.
O
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charles, my hero

Charles, My Hero

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to have a truly
original idea? Think about it. Virtually every thought that
goes through your head has probably been through someone
else’s at some time in the past. Considering the vast number
of human brains on the planet today and add to them all
the brains that have ever existed and original thoughts are
vanishingly rare.
Now let’s qualify that rarity of original thought with a new
dimension; suppose your original thought was radically
unorthodox and potentially damaging to the status quo of
the society that you live in. Would you tell anyone about it?
Would you still cherish that thought and nurture it over
decades, working in isolation, building up an impressive
armada of evidence in support of your idea and doing all
this in secret? Would you have that degree of confidence
in your dangerous idea that you would feel compelled to
commit your life to it?
While most of us would like to think that we could have
an original thought and that we could rigorously defend it,
in truth I suspect that very few people can do so. History
bears me out. So few people have derived and defended
truly original and radical thoughts, most of us can name
them. Galileo, Copernicus, Newton and Einstein spring
to mind and all dealt with cosmology and physics. If you
know your geology, you would add Hutton, Smith and
Lyell to this pantheon of thinking gods. And in biology
one name stands above all others as the cornerstone of
original thought upon which the whole science is built.
Charles Darwin.
His contribution to mankind is natural selection as a
mechanism for evolution and through that powerful
thought, all of biology makes sense. It’s an idea that
gives us a place within nature, a heritage that is embedded
within the history of our planet and a perspective on how
we should operate as part of nature rather than its master.
In correctly identifying us as an animal, Darwin gave us a
new perspective on our humanity.

paul willis is a presenter with the
ABC’s Catalyst program.

photograph courtesy Australian Broadcasting Corporation. Charles Darwin image sourced from the British Library’s website.
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Is a Bill of Rights in a time of terrorism a luxury we cannot afford? Or is it needed more
than ever as new anti-terrorism laws restrict freedoms. ron banks reviews the debate
the Howard Government does not want to have.

Would Australia be better off with a
Bill of Rights? Would we feel more
comfortable with an over-riding law
that protected us against the excesses
of government as it makes new laws
in the war against terror?
What would happen if these antiterrorist laws could be checked against
a general law or statement of principles
that protected basic human rights
and freedoms?
These are the kinds of questions being
raised since Prime Minister Howard’s
Government began to get tough on
terrorism. The debate over the need
for a Bill of Rights, however, dates
back to the founding fathers and
their constitutional framework, which
rejected the kind of Bill adopted by
their American cousins in the struggle
for independence.
What would happen if we had a Bill of
Rights – written into the Constitution –
that tested new anti-terrorist laws,
which in effect erode public freedoms
such as the right to assembly, freedom
of speech, the right to privacy from
government intrusion?
This is the kind of question that is
difficult to answer. What is certain,
however, the Howard Government is
firmly opposed to introducing a Bill
of Rights, a stand that echoes through
history – from the conservative
constitution framers at the turn of
the 20th century, down to Sir Robert
Menzies and the Coalition’s present
spokesman on the issue, AttorneyGeneral Philip Ruddock.

Over the past few years Mr Ruddock has consistently
opposed a Bill of Rights, arguing the Government’s line
that human rights are protected through the rule of law
and the strength of its democracy.
‘Australia’s strong democratic institutions, underpinned by
the constitution, the common law and anti-discrimination
legislation, in my view, do protect and promote human
rights,’ Mr Ruddock told a Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission forum in November, 2006.
His statements were an echo of Sir Robert Menzies declaration in 1967 that, ‘the rights of individuals in Australia are as
adequately protected as they are in any other country in the
world.’ Menzies added that Australia’s basic freedoms were
not only adequately protected by the common law, but by
the common sense of those elected to Parliament as the
framers of our laws.
Prime Minister Howard responded to the debate in 2000
with the statement ‘Australia’s reputation (on human rights)
compared with the rest of the world is quite magnificent.’
That statement, of course, was before the war on terror
began and since then proponents of a Bill of Rights have
been able to argue that many of the anti-terrorism laws
have been excessive, trampling on human rights in ways
never before imagined.
But in the recent Human Rights and Equal Opportunity
hearing Mr Ruddock downplayed community concerns over
tough anti-terrorism laws, saying there was a need to strike
balance between the protection of human rights and the
need to protect Australians from terrorist attack.
He said Australia risked lumbering itself with an inflexible
set of principles if it followed countries like the United States
and Canada in adopting its own Bill of Rights.
‘The danger with a statutory Bill of Rights is it is an inflexible
set which can frustrate the implementation of necessary
polices aimed at protecting the safety of the community,’
Mr Ruddock said.
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He argued Britain’s own Bill of Rights, enacted as the Human
Rights Act, had made life difficult for Prime Minister Tony
Blair’s Government in dealing with terror suspects and
deporting anyone who was a risk to national security.
One of those in favour of a Bill of Rights is University of
NSW Law Professor George Williams, who published his
views in his 2004 book The Case for An Australian Bill of
Rights: Freedom in the War on Terror, (UNSW Press).
Professor Williams says Australia is now the only Western
nation without a national Bill of Rights. He acknowledges
that possessing a Bill of Rights does not mean these other
countries protect their citizens better than governments in
this country. He says other features of a society matter a
great deal in regards to human rights, such as the wealth of
a nation and its capacity to meet the basic demands of its
people. However, he suggests, ‘A Bill of Rights can provide
a way of answering some of the important questions that
face a society and the lack of one makes it difficult to find
adequate answers to these questions in Australia.’
Professor Williams points out, the lack of a Bill of Rights has
led many people, frustrated by the lack of legal recourse to
action under the Constitution, to fall back on the treaties
and conventions of the United Nations to argue their case.
Most notable is the United Nations Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, followed by similar international treaties
and conventions such as the UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child.
It was this latter convention, Mr Williams points out, that
was used in the Northern Territory to oppose the Country
Liberal Party’s mandatory sentencing laws enacted in 1997
for minor property crimes.
The draconian nature of the law resulted in an alarming
increase in the number of young Indigenous people being
jailed for petty offences. Calls for the NT law to be dropped
were articulated by reference to the UN Convention of the
Rights of the Child, there being no human rights legislation
to protect children in the Territory from the excesses of
government decision-making.
But the Territory’s Government was having nothing to do
with any United Nations treaty or convention. The then Chief
Minister, Denis Burke, told the United Nations to ‘bugger off’,
a defiant thumbing the nose at those who wanted to invoke
the moral power of international conventions.
Former Human Rights Commissioner Brian Burdekin has
been blunt in his assessment that the lack of human rights
legislation has disadvantaged minorities. ‘It is beyond
question our current legal system is seriously inadequate
in protecting many of the rights of the most vulnerable
and disadvantaged groups in our community,’ he said.

bill of rights and statehood symposium

One of the first acts of the new Labor Government in the
Territory on gaining power in 2001 was to repeal mandatory
sentencing laws and there is now an argument in the
Territory that if it should attain Statehood it should be
accompanied by a Bill of Rights.
Only two places in Australia can boast a Bill of Rights,
the Australian Capital Territory enacted its Human Rights
Acts in 2004 and in January this year the Victorian Government’s Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act
came into being.
Professor James Allan, from The University of Queensland,
is among the critics of the Victorian legislation who say that
the wording of the Act gives rise to doubts and concerns
about what will be achieved by its implementation.
Professor Allan – who lists among his research interests
‘Bill of Rights scepticism’ – has raised the spectre of judges
having the power under the Act to potentially rewrite
other legislation to fit in with their own interpretation
of ‘human rights’.
Even those who favour a Bill of Rights can still agree with
the conclusion that terrorism, as Professor Williams puts it,
is an attack on our most basic human rights.
But he says our response to terrorism also raises important
human rights issues. It is these questions that continue to
be raised as the Federal Government enacts increasingly
tough legislation in response to world events such as
bombings and suicide attacks.
Professor Williams argues that since September 11 new
laws are being made and old ones amended with great
haste, putting a great strain on the legal system and its
natural checks and balances.
‘Bills of Rights can play an important role at such a time,’
he says. ‘They remind governments and communities of
a society’s basic values and of the principles that might
otherwise be compromised at a time of grief and fear.’
He says a Bill of Rights can allow courts to provide a final
check on laws that, with the benefit of hindsight, ought
not to have been passed.
‘The absence of such a check is one reason why, in some
respects, Australian law after September 11 has restricted
individual rights more than the equivalent regimes in
Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States,’
he argues.
According to Professor Williams, enacting a Bill of
Rights would not necessarily mean Australia had to
go soft on terrorism, or that new laws could not be
justified. However, he says, we should not pass laws
that undermine the very democratic freedoms we are
seeking to protect from terrorism.
O
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State of play
Do Territorians feel like second-class citizens when it comes to federal issues?
sue bradley, a convenor of the Statehood Steering Committee, argues the case
for the Territory’s transition to Statehood.
Every year we celebrate Territory Day
by letting off fire crackers and enjoying
the kind of pyrotechnics not available
to citizens of the states. Asked why we
are celebrating, most will tell you
Territory Day recognises the milestone
of Self-Government on July 1, 1978.
Few probably realise however, that
being a territory is a limited form of
self-government and does not offer
the full privileges, powers or responsibilities available in the states that
make up the federation known as
the Commonwealth of Australia.
In a country which prides itself on
its democratic principles, Territorians
are not necessarily democratically
governed. As a territory, the Commonwealth Parliament, in which we have
no guaranteed voice, can override the
laws of our democratically elected
Northern Territory Government.
On Territory Day we are in fact
celebrating our inequality with other
Australians who reside in the states.
How has history led us to this questionable celebration?
In 1901 Territorians became citizens
of the Commonwealth of Australia
as residents of South Australia with
two local members elected to the
South Australian Parliament and
the same political rights as all citizens
of Australia.
Soon after Federation, South Australia
engaged in discussions with the
Commonwealth to hand the Northern
Territory to the Commonwealth to
administer. The Northern Territory was
considered an administrative burden
for South Australia at the time.

On January 1, 1911 the Northern Territory was transferred to
the Commonwealth and Territorians immediately lost all
rights to vote at a state or Commonwealth level. After 1911
the Territory was run by a federally appointed administrator
– a senior public servant answerable to the Commonwealth.
Territorians were increasingly unhappy with government
from afar and over a lengthy period lobbied for a greater
say in their own affairs.
In 1922, eligible Territorians (Indigenous people had no vote)
were allowed by the Commonwealth Parliament to send
one representative, who had neither the right to vote or
speak, to sit in that parliament.
In 1936 the single representative in Canberra was given the
right to speak in Parliament and vote, but only on matters
specific to the Northern Territory – a restriction applying
to no other representative.
1947 saw the election of the first six elected members to
a Northern Territory Legislative Council. Yet control was
maintained by Canberra as the six elected members were
always able to be outvoted by the seven Commonwealth
appointed members in the Council of 13.
By 1968 our single representative in Canberra was allowed
to speak and vote as other members of the Commonwealth
Parliament. The Northern Territory did not have and still
does not have a constitutional guarantee of representation
in the Commonwealth Parliament – a constitutional right
accorded to all states.
In 1978 the Northern Territory was granted self-government.
Some of the usual state like powers, such as ownership of
uranium and control over land rights, industrial laws and
some national parks were retained by the Commonwealth.
But what continues to annoy many Territorians is that the
Commonwealth retains the right to override any Territory
laws. This was illustrated dramatically in 1996 when the
Territory passed its own law allowing for euthanasia –
a law not formed capriciously, but with much soul
searching and anguish.
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It was a valid law made for the people of the Northern
Territory by their democratically elected parliament.
Not surprisingly, there was outrage when Kevin Andrews,
the Member for Menzies in Victoria, sponsored a private
members bill in the Commonwealth Parliament that
overturned the Territory law and inserted a provision
which prevents the Territory making any law allowing for
voluntary euthanasia in the future.
Whether you agreed with that particular Territory law or
not, you must ask what this has to do with a member of
the Commonwealth Parliament in his capacity representing
a seat in Victoria? Canberra had flexed its muscles, making
Territorians realise how vulnerable they were in regards to
their own legislation.
Since then the Territory has had to grapple with the issue of
a radioactive waste facility being located inside its borders.
The Northern Territory Government decided it did not want
such a facility and introduced legislation attempting to
prevent it being placed here.
The Statehood Steering Committee (SSC) understands that
under the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology
Organisation Act 1987 the Commonwealth has the power
to store its waste in any state or territory. Commonwealth
legislation overrides territory law.
The Commonwealth Radioactive Waste Management
Act 2005 gives absolute power to the Commonwealth to
make decisions over territory land.
The radioactive waste facility issue has again reminded
Territorians about our vulnerability at the hands of the
Commonwealth and has provided an impetus for the
Statehood debate to be back on the agenda.
In 1998 the Statehood movement received a serious
setback when a Territory referendum on Statehood
was lost. A post-mortem report found this was because
of the way it was presented to the people.
The referendum had been preceded by a short ‘Statehood
Convention’ where the delegates were appointed under
a government process.
A new draft constitution was put forward which differed
significantly from a draft developed over the previous ten
years by a parliamentary committee. Territorians had
little opportunity to understand the ramifications of the
new constitution.
The referendum was held in conjunction with a Federal
election and the question of Statehood asked a multi-faceted
question and was not posed in simple terms – all factors
known to confuse some voters.

The referendum asked voters:
Now that a constitution for a state of the
Northern Territory has been recommended
by the Statehood convention and endorsed
by the Northern Territory Parliament, do
you agree that we should become a state?
The question assumed support for
the proposed constitution, support for
the convention process and support
for the Parliament’s endorsement of
the process. It was all too confusing,
there were too many unknowns and
those in doubt voted no.
It would be several more years before
the Statehood debate would begin to
re-emerge. In April 2005 the SSC was
established by the Northern Territory
Parliament to promote the principle of
Statehood and engage in community
consultation on the model that might
be suitable.
Since then the SSC has been active in
promoting the debate and canvassing
the issues that will determine when –
or if – the Commonwealth Government
will agree to allow the Territory
equality with the other states.
Many issues need to be debated and
several years of consultations with
both the public and the Commonwealth Government will need to be
played out.
It is very important for all Territorians
and all Australians to understand,
the Statehood process offers an
opportunity to develop constitutional
structures and controls which will
govern and protect us for generations
to come. It is also an opportunity to
make better arrangements with the
Commonwealth to create an efficient
system to meet the needs of all
Territorians. These arrangements
may or may not be different to the
Commonwealth’s arrangements with
the existing states.
Equality is the goal; but being equal
doesn’t mean we have to be the same.
O
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Suicide contagion
It’s been called suicide contagion or cluster deaths – the phenomenon of Indigenous people,
particularly men from the same community taking their own lives at an alarming rate.
CDU researcher Leonore Hanssens is driven to discover why this is occurring and how it
can be stopped.
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In the decade from 1996 to 2006 there
were 180 Indigenous suicides in the
Northern Territory, 91 per cent of them
young, usually married men. Not one
person aged over 50 was discovered to
have committed suicide during that
decade, making it a young person’s
phenomenon.
In many cases a single suicide would
seem to precipitate a series of copy-cat
suicides – other men who take their
own lives in similar circumstances,
perhaps several months apart within
the same community.
It appeared there was a contagion
effect at work – the feeling that one
death stimulated others to do the
same. It is called a contagion because
it appears to be a linked series of
events that fed off each other, like
some sort of infectious disease.
Preliminary research evidence tends
to suggest these Indigenous men may
already be clustering together in groups
of unemployed, disenfranchised people
with little else to do with their time.
For Charles Darwin University doctorate researcher Leonore Hanssens the
riddle of why young Indigenous men
would commit suicide with such
frequency that it could be called a
contagion needed to be answered.
‘What’s surprising is the newness of
this phenomenon in remote regions,’
says Hanssens. For reasons still
unknown suicides began to be common
from the early 1990s.

Historically, it was uncommon to discover an Indigenous
suicide in any community across northern Australia and
the term ‘suicide contagion’ is a term only recently coined
in Australia.
Among the first media reports of such a phenomenon was
an incidence in the 1960s when evidence began to emerge
of a series of suicides by members of the New York police
force. It became apparent that the deaths were linked to
policemen under investigation during a wide-ranging
crackdown on corruption in the force.
Since then, however, suicide contagion as a modern,
Western phenomenon has emerged as most prevalent
among impressionable and emotionally vulnerable teenagers, particularly those affected by the teen culture of films,
music and the other entertainment fads of their age group.
For instance, when Marilyn Monroe committed suicide in
1962, the US suicide rate increased by 12 per cent, according
to a report in the New York Times.
When the incidence of suicides in Indigenous communities
began to rise in Australia, they caught the attention of the
media, who had already been on the alert for such news
since the extensive media coverage of the Aboriginal deaths
in custody inquiry of the late 80s.
As the suicides continued, the fear grew that media reporting of such deaths could even be a contributing factor. This
led the more responsible media agencies to stop reporting
them. There are however, still occasional reports in the
media, usually of the suicide of a well-known Indigenous
figure or someone linked to a particular event.
To gain a better understanding of suicides in Indigenous
communities in Australia, Leonore Hanssens began by
scouring through coroner’s records and was the first
researcher in the Northern Territory to gain access to the
reports of coronial inquiries, which are now contained on a
digital database called the National Coroner’s Information
System (NCIS).
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This system allowed her to establish
a firm statistical base on which to
continue her research into the
phenomenon – and the statistics
are worrying.
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Suicides in the Northern Territory in
2004 were double the national figure,
with 24.3 suicides per 100,000 people,
compared to 12.4 suicides per 100,000
of the rest of the population. It was
down slightly from 2002, when the
death rate from suicide was 28 per
100,000.
Even more worrying – if you look purely
at male Indigenous suicide rates – in
2002 the Indigenous male suicide rate
was 66.3 per 100,000.
‘This information has provided a sound
foundation of understanding, but it
really doesn’t come close to providing
an insight into the emotional factors
that led many to end their lives,’
explains Hanssens.
This year she will continue her research
at CDU, with a new phase of investigation – interviewing Indigenous families
to compile what are known as ‘psychological autopsies’. As the name implies
the autopsy aims to uncover some of
the social, emotional and psychological
roots of suicide.
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It’s a delicate area for any researcher to venture into, but at
the same time it can provide an emotional outlet for families
already traumatised by losing a loved one.
‘The typical suicide victim in Indigenous communities is
aged between 15 and 45 and is usually an unemployed
married man with children,’ she explains. ‘In compiling the
psychological autopsies the grief of the families seems to
tumble out. It can be a therapeutic experience for many of
them, who may not have spoken before about their grief.
‘What we do know already is that feelings of shame and
humiliation have led to many of the suicides. These are men
with a family and they feel a sense of hopelessness because
there is no work to support them in their community.
‘Imagine being a young, family man with no job, no
money and no future and all there is to do is sit around
and drink alcohol with your mates and maybe smoke ganja.
The devastating effect of alcohol and drugs cannot be
underestimated in cases of suicide. A recent study in the
NT reported that in 71 per cent of suicide cases alcohol
and drug use was recorded.’
Hanssens says suicide in communities should be seen as
a social issue with roots in the economic dispossession of
Indigenous people. However, it had become ‘medicalised’
as a mental health problem in much of the previous
research, which prevented the problem being examined
in a wider context.
‘I want to explore the social factors,’ she says. ‘If we don’t
help the men or we ignore their problems and concentrate
mostly on support for women and children then the problem
will only get worse and will result in cultural disintegration
of these communities. We need strong Indigenous men to
be our next generation of fathers, husbands and role models
to other younger men.’
O
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Heritage or damage?
It is hard to imagine that heritage legislation could actually legalise wilful destruction of
old buildings. But that is exactly the situation in the Northern Territory, where cleaning
up one of Parliament’s most bizarre and contradictory Acts is unfinished business.

Protection of heritage in the Northern
Territory has been something of an
albatross for successive governments
since the granting of self-government.
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The former Country Liberal Party
Government, which was in power for 25
years after winning government in the
inaugural election for the Legislative
Assembly in 1978, showed scant regard
for the concept of heritage legislation
during its long period of rule.
Various parliamentary debates arising
out of heritage crises during its time in
office frequently drew derision at the
concept of heritage preservation by
then government ministers.
Ministers would regularly scorn the
idea of preserving historic buildings as
naïve nostalgia for the past in a young
Territory that should be forging ahead.
For example, following the 1988 Marron’s
Newsagency demolition in Alice
Springs, the Minister for Lands and
Housing, Daryl Manzie said, ‘To propose
that heritage legislation is the absolute
answer and then to demand a commitment is simply naïve. It is, however,

typical of the Opposition which would like to see history
stand still – it wants to see the Territory go backwards.’
Nevertheless, the concept of heritage legislation did
eventually take hold and in 1991 Mike Reed, appointed
Minister for Conservation, introduced the Heritage
Conservation Bill. ‘It gives me much pleasure and a
great deal of satisfaction to introduce a Bill to establish
a Heritage Conservation Act,’ he told Parliament.
‘The purpose of the bill is to provide for the identification,
assessment, recording and comprehensive protection of
places and objects which form part of the natural and
cultural heritage of the Northern Territory. The legislation
will bind the Crown.’
While far from perfect, the Territory finally had legislation
to protect heritage places and objects.
Yet heritage scandals continued in the 1990s, including
the planned demolition by the NT Government of the
Old Alice Springs Gaol, which was listed on the NT
Heritage Register and therefore, theoretically protected.
In that case, the National Trust took action in the
Supreme Court, being granted an injunction to stop
Mick Palmer, the Minister for Lands, Planning and
Environment, from allowing demolition on the site
to make way for development in 1997.
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In its own words
The NT Heritage Conservation Act states:

39K.
Minister may approve certain works, &c.,
in relation to heritage place or heritage
object
1 Where the Minister or the Minister’s
delegate receives an application under
section 39J(1), the Minister or the
Minister’s delegate may, by notice
in writing, authorise –
a the carrying out of work on the
heritage place or heritage object
specified in the application;
b damage to, or the desecration or
alteration of, the heritage place
specified in the application;
c damage to, or the destruction,
demolition, desecration or alteration
of, the heritage object specified in
the application;
d the removal from a heritage place
of a heritage object or an object
associated with a place declared
under section 26(1)(a) to be part of
the Northern Territory heritage; or
e the removal of a heritage object
from the Territory.
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Justice Dean Mildren found the Minister had not acted
in accordance with the Act and therefore his direction to
demolish the gaol was null and void.
Palmer’s response was breathtakingly brutal and bizarre –
he introduced an amendment that effectively overturned
the intention of the Act.
Before the amendment any heritage order meant no
conservation work such as repairs and maintenance
could be done without approval. After the amendment
the Minister could authorise work on a heritage-listed
building that would permit ‘damage to, or the desecration
or alteration’ of a heritage place or object. Under this
bafflingly illogical amendment the Minister could give
permission for a developer to tear down a heritage-listed
building. In other words, heritage conservation could
include heritage obliteration.
This high farce so radically altered the legislation that its
primary purpose – the conservation of heritage – was totally
defeated by the amendment.
It was described by Peter James, a leading heritage lawyer,
as ‘complete emasculation’ of the legislation and, as such,
‘challengeable in the courts – as was the Minister’s decision
in the Alice Springs Gaol case’.
The old Alice Springs Gaol was ultimately saved from
demolition.
Palmer’s amending provisions, however, remain in the Heritage
Conservation Act so, in theory at least, it is lawful to this day
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for the Minister to order damage, desecration, alteration
or destruction of a declared heritage site.
In another bleak heritage episode, the Hotel Darwin
was demolished by its owners in August 1999, just a
week before it was to be reconsidered for listing by the
Heritage Advisory Council.
The hotel had been recommended for listing in 1995 and
1997, but the Act did not require the Minister to make his
reasons for refusal public, so they remain a mystery.
At the time of its demolition, the Hotel Darwin was mooted
as one of two preferred sites for an anticipated convention
centre in Darwin.
The owners announced a ‘major structural renovation’
in September 1999, which allowed scaffolding to be
erected without raising undue concern.
According to the NT News, the owners ‘denied the 70 room
hotel would be demolished’ but within days announced
‘concrete cancer’, the same terminal illness said to afflict
the Nurses Quarters at the old Darwin Hospital at Myilly
(later the site of a campus of the Northern Territory
University) and ordered the hotel’s demolition.
It was a slick and extremely well orchestrated media
strategy that raised the ire of the heritage community
and the public at large, particularly given an engineering
report, commissioned by the department, which disputed
the ‘concrete cancer’ finding by the owners’ engineers.
Tim Baldwin was the Minister at the time, but was
interstate. Acting Minister Mike Reed refused to issue
an Interim Conservation Order preventing demolition.
Once again, the National Trust sought an injunction in
the Supreme Court and was successful for 24 hours,
after which Justice Stephen Bailey found that there was
no legal reason for allowing the injunction to remain,
and the hotel was demolished.
Hopes that heritage buildings would be better respected
were raised following the Labor win in 2001. The new
Minister for Lands, Planning and Environment Kon Vatskalis
announced a review of the Heritage Conservation Act in
March 2002.
Vatskalis said he expected the Heritage Advisory Council
to report back to him ‘within 18 months’.
Five years on – a long way from the 18 months anticipated
by Minister Vatskalis – the review has been completed after
lengthy and impressive consultation with stakeholders.
The matter is understood to have been to Parliamentary
Counsel for drafting and considered by Cabinet, but a Bill
has yet to materialise.
Chris Burns assumed the portfolio in October 2002 –
which was the first time the word ‘heritage’ appeared
in the portfolio name – and Marion Scrymgour is
presently the Minister.

Sue wah chin: saved?
The latest historical building in Darwin
to come under threat is the Sue Wah
Chin building in Cavenagh Street, built
in the 1880s and sole remnant of the
city’s old Chinatown.
In the 1990s efforts to have the building
heritage-listed failed, but in 2004 the
National Trust placed the Sue Wah
Chin building on its ‘Endangered’ list.
This measure had no force of law and
served only to raise awareness.
Last year the Sue Wah Chin building
was put on the market for sale. It was
not heritage protected and had
enormous development potential.
However, last month Heritage Minister
Marion Scrymgour announced that
the building would be placed on the
Northern Territory Heritage Register,
which will afford it legal protection,
notwithstanding that the Act still
provides for ‘destruction’, ‘desecration’
and ‘demolition’, although such
‘heritage work’ needs to be approved
by the Minister.
It is understood that the building
remains on the market, although its
impending presence on the Northern
Territory Heritage Register sends a clear
message to any potential purchaser.
O
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Annual reports from the Department of Infrastructure,
Planning and Environment (DIPE) state they ‘started a
comprehensive public review of the Heritage Conservation
Act to ensure a best practice approach to conservation and
the protection of the Territory’s heritage assets’ (2002-03).
This summary was followed in 2003-04 by; ‘undertook an
extensive public review of the Heritage Conservation Act and
identified amendments that will provide the Territory with
the best practice towards the protection and conservation
of our heritage places’ (2003-04).
In 2004-05 the conclusion was that the department had
‘finalised an extensive public review of the Heritage
Conservation Act and obtained Cabinet approval to
develop drafting instructions for a new Act which will
provide the Territory with the best practice towards the
protection and conservation of our heritage places.’
DIPE’s successor, the Department of Natural Resources,
Environment and the Arts (NRETA), produced an annual
report in 2005-06 that was silent on the issue apart from
identifying it as a ‘future priority’.
The NRETA report said simply that it would ‘finalise review
of the Heritage Conservation Act’, which DIPE claimed it had
done the year before.
The Independent Member for Nelson, Gerry Wood, asked
the Chief Minister about the status of a raft of proposed
legislation, including the heritage review, during the
August 2006 sittings of the Legislative Assembly.
Chief Minister Clare Martin’s response was that the
government had generally slowed its reform rate at
the request of various stakeholders.
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‘What we have done, quite consciously,
is to pace those changes so that we can
have effective consultation. We have
tried to slow down the pace,’ she said.
Be that as it may, things appear to have
ground to a halt and the Government
appears to have backed off from its
commitment on heritage legislation.
During the February sittings of the
Assembly this year, Minister Scrymgour
paid lip service to the Heritage
Conservation Act, but did not speak
in terms that heritage practitioners
would find comforting.
‘We will develop legislative amendments to improve heritage protection
in the Northern Territory as well as to
upgrade the systems underpinning the
Northern Territory Heritage Register,’
she said, speaking to the Chief Minister’s statement of what the government
intends to achieve in 2007.
And so it seems that heritage remains
something of an albatross for Northern
Territory governments.
O
Robyn Smith has a Masters in Cultural Heritage
and is undertaking a doctorate at CDU on NT
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Trust and the Historical Society of the NT.
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Chemical crusader

Andrew Liveris grew up in Darwin, the son of Greek immigrants. Now he heads one of the
world’s biggest chemical companies with sales of US $49.2 billion this year and a workforce
around the world of 43,000.
text
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Andrew Liveris is now two and half
years into his time as chief executive
and chairman of the board of Dow
Chemical, which has manufacturing
facilities in 37 countries and offices
in 179 countries.
He runs this vast chemical empire
from his office in Midland, Michigan,
a company town where nearly onequarter of the 40,000 population
are employed at the Dow Chemical
headquarters.
It’s 5pm in Midland and Andrew
explains he still has a few more
hours left in his working day. At 6pm
he is giving a speech at a function
attended by his financial officers from
around the world, then there is another
function to attend and he expects he
won’t be home before 11pm.
When asked what time he’ll start again
the following morning he responds
cheerfully, ‘I always get up at 4.30am
and do about an hour running.’ The
dawn running, he explains, is on a
treadmill at his home, while listening
to his iPod, on which his staff has
recorded plans for that day, matters
he has to attend to and notes for
speeches he has to make.
At the time of our interview the town is
in the middle of its deep winter freeze
and Andrew comments how he still

marvels at the difference in climate between this region of
the US and his upbringing in tropical Darwin. ‘They’re both
climates of extremes,’ he says, adding that he does enjoy the
distinct four seasons that take place in Midland, even if the
winters do seem long.
Andrew grew up in Darwin in the 50s and 60s, when the
town was still pretty much a frontier place. His grandparents
had emigrated from Greece in the 1920s and by the time he
was born in 1954 there was already a sizable community of
Greek kids running around the streets of the inner city.
‘The family lived in the old part of town around McLachlan
Street and Larrakeyah, but everyone mixed in,’ he recalls.
‘It was a pretty rough environment to grow up in, a larrikin
society in many ways, with tall tales being told in the
Darwin Hotel – not that I was old enough to go in.’
Andrew’s life was to change dramatically at the age of 16
when his father, a carpenter who had built up a successful
construction business, died suddenly. Andrew was about to
go into his final year of schooling at Darwin High, but his
mother decided to take the family to Brisbane to be close
to her relatives.
‘I’d been very successful in my schooling in Darwin and
I guess my mother thought I could cope with the move to
Brisbane, even though it was my final year,’ he says.
He managed well enough with the change to graduate
from Brisbane State High School and enter the University
of Queensland to study chemical engineering. Andrew
proved successful at his university studies and when he
had completed his honours degree was offered a scholarship
for further study at Oxford University.
‘I have a university professor to thank for another change of
direction in life,’ he says. ‘The professor said that I was good
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with people and that I should go into an area of science
where I could deal with people, rather than with the pure
research I might have undertaken at Oxford. He said
Oxford could wait while I got some experience.’
Andrew turned down the Oxford offer and instead
joined the Australian staff of Dow Chemical as a young
honours graduate with plenty of potential in the world
of chemical engineering.
‘Dow had been among a number of companies interviewing
graduates about job prospects and although their job offer
wasn’t the top one in terms of salary, they were attractive
on the people side.’
Fortified by the promise of Dow’s recruiters that they
would show the young graduate the world andrew joined
the company at the age of 22.
He spent some time in Dow’s offices in Brisbane and
Melbourne, before moving offshore to Asia where he
spent the next 22 years moving up the management
ladder. With his family in tow, he lived mostly in Hong
Kong and Bangkok, contributing to the expansion of Dow
Chemical across this rapidly-growing part of the world.
Andrew is a ‘lifer’ in terms of having worked for one company
his entire career, but he says he has not regretted a minute
of it – except, perhaps, the opportunity to do research at
Oxford. ‘Maybe at another time, in another life I’ll get to
Oxford,’ he says. ‘But I love science, I love chemistry and I’m
concerned about the future. I see the world through the lens
of science and I believe science can solve our problems.’
He believes Western countries tend to take the discoveries
of chemical science and engineering for granted and are
slow to recognise how dependent society is on the benefits
of chemical science.
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‘From the moment we wake up to the moment we go to
sleep we all touch chemistry,’ he says. ‘We depend on it for
pure water, for what we eat, where we bathe, when we drive
our car, but people tend not to remember. Chemistry has got
a bad name because of some episodes that led to accidents,
but we’re trying to change that.’
Andrew is also chairman of the American Chemistry Council,
(ACC) the peak body of the industry charged by its member
companies with spreading the message of chemistry’s
important contribution to world growth and health.
In a website interview shortly after taking over the chairman’s role he said the ACC served as a voice for the chemical
industry, not only in the US but globally. ‘I see ACC setting
new standards, being the leading association in Washington
and raising awareness of how vital this industry is,’ he said.
It’s a pretty big agenda, but the former Darwin school boy
is obviously equal to the task. He talks readily and with
easy enthusiasm about his role as Dow’s CEO and chief
visionary for the future, paying tribute at the same time
to the importance of his family in his own life.
‘I couldn’t have done any of this without the support of my
wife Paula, who I always call my greatest enabler,’ he says.
‘She’s moved the family (they have three children) 11 times
across three continents and I’ve been a lucky man. She’s
kept the family together so we’ve always been a tight unit.’
‘I think when you’re passionate about what you do, you find
the energy,’ he explains ‘I think I’ll probably do it for a few
more years yet.’
O
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Suddenly, the place erupts. It’s play
time. Kids swarm to the quadrangle
from every direction. More kids run
and skate past me on the deck outside
the staff quarters, teachers are firing
off orders and through the chaos
they soon find their way to the
basketball court/makeshift soccer
ground/play equipment.
A sea of blue tops, dark skin and white
smiles are everywhere. I find out the
uniforms are supplied, along with
breakfast and toothbrushes for the
primary kids.

Remote control
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Jade Kukrenko with her
horticulture students

Few machines live up to the reputation of the Toyota Troop
Carrier. Cross a Landcruiser and mini bus and you get the
‘Troopie’, a formidable machine designed to deliver an army
or arsenal where other 4WDs fear to tread.
Behind the wheel is Jade Kukrenko, horticultural lecturer
from Charles Darwin University’s Alice Springs campus.
While Jade is confidently sailing the Troopie over the soft
red dirt road, she’s explaining her work at our destination,
the Indigenous community of Laramba, 210km north west
of Alice Springs.
I’ve tagged along to see education delivered in ‘the bush’,
beyond literature, politics and statistics. As a guest of Jade
and Laramba school principal Deb Williams, I’m about to
find out what makes teaching work out here.
Arriving at the school, I notice bikes everywhere. Then
Jade reminds me of the silence. ‘Enjoy it while it lasts’,
she says, grinning.
When I’m introduced to principal Deb Williams, a 10 year
veteran of remote teaching, she explains how she has
worked to build a strong bond of trust between the school
and the community. About 100 students – aged from five to
17 – are in the care of teachers during school hours.
‘When we arrived, this was seen as a white fella building
and there was no parental involvement,’ she explains.
‘People didn’t feel they had anything to offer anyway
because they were illiterate themselves.’
Her response was to open the school up, inviting parents
and community to see the students in action. Building
trust was fundamental.
She then pauses to drive home her point. ‘The parents
and community want the best education for these kids
just like anywhere else.’

Deb explains, ingraining routine, habit
and hygiene are community obligations
at the school – the core foundations of
daily life. ‘We make it clear to the kids
and parents from day one why we have
rules, why we educate, all the things
taken for granted in most schools,’
she says.
Laramba enjoys an excellent attendance
record, not something that all remote
schools can take pride in. Deb is clear
on why this is so. ‘Make education
relevant and engaging to the students
if you want their attendance.’
For Jade an important part of the
engagement is vocational education;
the chance to empower students with
horticultural knowledge and, critically,
improve their literacy and numeracy at
the same time.
She spends a good deal of time with
them outside, in the field. She will ask
elders to take the students on bush
trips, reinforcing traditional knowledge.
An incentive for their attendance
includes a trip to CDU in Alice Springs.
Vocational training packages for the
bush are designed to be flexible. Jade
must teach four core subjects, but can
then pick from more than 50 electives
depending on her aims and audience.
‘Sometimes you go beyond what’s in
the package, but without that flexibility
people won’t develop literacy and
numeracy,’ she says.
Her students at Laramba are enrolled
in the Certificate II in Conservation
Land Management and throughout the
year will research, develop and nurture
native foods via a market garden.
Literacy and numeracy are tackled
through measurements of gardens,
costings, reports and planning.
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The results, hopefully, are students that are empowered with
life skills. ‘These kids may not be interested now but if we
can skill them up they might decide down the track - hey
that’s for me,’ says Deb. ‘Once again you have to be explicit
because some students don’t even realise the options
education is giving them.’
After a few hours of settling in and meeting teachers,
I tag along with Jade to her first lesson armed with
enrolment forms.
The process is arduous. Jade guides the 12 girls through
enrolment and I realise literacy is low and these girls
are being delivered education in their second language.
Column by column, she works with them to complete forms.
After lunch, the lesson explores bush foods. Jade begins
to list basic native foods in English and their Indigenous
Anmatyerr language.
After talking about native plants, Jade takes the girls
outside. I notice the shy girls start to open up as they talk
about, hold and explore local flora and fauna.
Later that day I meet Emma Bliss, the NT Government’s
Environment Education Officer, who is visiting from Alice
Springs. She project manages Jade’s contribution, along
with those from other education providers such as Greening
Australia and Water Watch.
Community grants provide the funding for a range of
education programs and the school takes on different
programs as they become available.
The next morning, a procession of elderly ladies arrives
at the school as part of sorry business – a funeral service
in essence. The children are told to sit in groups, a silence
takes over the school as the ladies wind through the school,
sweeping the floors with tree branches. They shake my
hand as they pass, singing in a quiet, sad tone.
Today Jade will be teaching the boys. Sixteen turn up for
the class – a good number. Supported by Ronan, the teacher
and Mick, a teacher’s aid – a local Indigenous man – Jade
repeats the class of yesterday, exploring bush foods, defining
habitat and asking students what they know of them. Once
again, it’s a slow process, but fidgeting students begin to
recall names and identities of plants.
She then moves into literacy and numeracy and the basics
of harvesting and selling product is introduced. Jade begins
to ask the students to think about how much they can grow,
where it is sold and for what price.
The students are shown the site of their future garden
behind the classrooms and are asked to plot the dimensions
and layout of future projects. The students seem a little
withdrawn, somewhat distant, but with prompting by
the other teachers, they are beginning to open up and
answer questions.
While the students seem interested, it’s a slow process
to educate when English is a second language. ‘It took
me an hour to explain words used for plants in the girls’
class,’ Jade says afterwards. ‘But if you don’t address that
problem, no one can be passed as competent.’

She says, she carefully choses units
that students have the ability to
complete. ‘We don’t set up students
to fail. Students must know why they
are doing a course, what outcomes are
at the end and what they achieve.’
For Jade the greatest satisfaction
comes from seeing students emerge
as leaders and the sense of empowerment that it brings.
‘There are students that have natural
leadership abilities, as I’ve seen at
other communities such as Santa
Teresa, who can eventually stand
up with their knowledge and lead
the group.’
Laramba students drove the market
garden project last year. They chose the
location, selected the kind of vegetables
to grow and sought permission from
the local community council.
‘From the community’s perspective it
was the students driving the project,
not a white person from town,’ says Jade
Leading her students towards industry
and giving them an opportunity to
get a true understanding of the
workplace is a big priority for the
young VTE lecturer.
‘You need to be there long term to help
develop community relationships and
see projects like this to completion,’
she says. ‘Then you build the leaders.’
O
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Hard evidence
CDU science graduate Kate Pollard found her vocation in DNA analysis.
Now she is working on new scientific techniques to identify bones discovered in the bush.

text
Ron Banks

photograph
Barry Ledwidge

Most days of the week Kate Pollard can
be found at a workbench in the openplan laboratory of Darwin’s Forensic
Science Centre.
As one of a team of six forensic
scientists working for the police
service, she spends her time in DNA
analysis of clothing, hair, skin, blood
and other bodily secretions – either
from victims of crime, or those
suspected of committing a crime.
Kate begins explaining the process
of DNA analysis, which sounds like
highly sophisticated scientific analysis
and of course it is, as television fans
who’ve watched all those crime scene
programs will know.
Forensic science is now one of the most
popular science courses at tertiary
level, with students at some southern
universities able to choose courses
such as Crime Scene Investigation.
In fact it was her cousin’s decision
to enrol in a CSI course that made
Kate think about the possibilities of
finding a career in a related field.
At the time the Darwin-raised student
was studying for her Bachelor of

Science degree at Charles Darwin University, where she
was majoring in sports science. One of her research
projects involved the way athletes in tropical climates
sweated when playing their chosen sport – and the effect
of sweat and dehydration on performance.
The research involved measuring how sweat rates were
affected by preventative measures such as ice-vests,
or by drinking various kinds of rehydrating fluids. Kate
also researched the effect of ice on damaged, bruised or
torn muscles. At one point in her experiments she had
sportsmen standing in wheelie-bins full of ice to measure
the effect of freezing temperatures on muscle recovery.
‘We found that the colder the ice, the better the recovery
rate,’ she says.
But it was not so much a logical progression from sweat and
muscles that led Kate to forensic science. It was more in the
nature of creating her own opportunities to work in the field
of biology and biochemistry that led to her current career.
‘I volunteered to work in the police laboratory with
biologist Joy Kuhl,’ says Kate, who started by doing small
sampling jobs as a technician. Kuhl was one of Darwin’s
leading biologists and had given evidence in the trial of
Lindy Chamberlain.
While working as a volunteer Kate discovered there was
a technician’s job going at the new Forensic Science Centre
set up next door to the police headquarters in Darwin.
She won the technician’s position and completed her
science degree while working full-time.
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Working in the laboratory was just the
kind of experience needed when she
applied for a forensic scientist’s post that
became available. For the past two years
Kate has donned the white lab coat,
working on DNA analysis that sometimes
sees her being called into court to give
evidence about her findings.
‘We might appear in court, or our reports
might be handed up as evidence in a court
case,’ she explains.
It is less likely, she points out, that she will
be called to a crime scene to sweep for
evidence. ‘That’s usually the job of the
police investigators in Australia,’ she says.
‘In the American system forensic scientists do get involved in crime scenes, as
we know from the television series. But
our job is mostly to do the work in the
laboratory once the evidence is collected.’
Kate admits to enjoying some of the
American crime shows built around
the cleverness of forensic scientists in
finding the guilty party and she enjoys
crime thrillers such as those by Patricia
Cornwell, who comes from a forensic
science background.
‘Some of the television shows are fairly
accurate, but their timelines are way out,’
she laughs. ‘They can get results within 24
hours, but in real life it can take up to two
weeks of testing in the laboratory to get
the required evidence. It’s certainly not
an overnight procedure.’
As a scientist and researcher Kate is now
developing a new test involving a different
type of DNA. The test is especially effective
in identifying bones – a common discovery
in the Territory.
‘It’s called mitochondrial DNA,’ she says.
‘Every cell in the body has mitochondrial
DNA and it is easier than the more
conventional DNA to extract from
bones that have been degraded. The
mitochondrial is a single loop rather
than the double helix of DNA most
people know about.’
Kate is currently refining her research
on mitochondrial DNA and will publish
her findings in a reputable scientific
journal. ‘It’s not a routine test for DNA,
but we have already begun offering it
as a service,’ she says.
O

Changing places
The open spaces of the Top End are a world away from the built
environment of Sydney with its high-rise development proposals, legal requirements and teams of lawyers arguing their case.
For Rachel Carey the chance to swap the workings of a big
inner-city legal firm for the natural environment of places
such as Kakadu was too good to pass up.
The Sydney-born and raised lawyer cleared out her office two
months ago and headed for Charles Darwin University, where
she is undertaking a doctorate in the legislation governing
Indigenous wildlife enterprises.
One of her tasks is to review the current legislation and make
recommendations for changes or additions that will encourage
the development of new enterprises or bolster established ones.
‘I will be looking at the legislative and environmental frameworks that govern enterprises, as well as taking an inventory
of the kinds of industries that have been established – or could
be introduced,’ she says.
As she works her way through the legal thicket she will explore
issues such as licensing requirements for dealing with wildlife,
statutes relating to endangered species, Native Title legislation
and its effects on business and international obligations when
dealing with export industries.
‘The legislative requirements when you are setting up a business
can be quite complex and I’ll be looking to see how some of it
can be streamlined to make enterprises more viable,’ she says.
Ms Carey says she is pleased that her research will involve
plenty of field work that will take her out into the Territory’s
regions; particularly the tourist areas where Indigenous
businesses are now being established.
‘I’m looking forward to seeing as much of the Territory as
possible,’ she says, admitting that before moving to CDU
she had only visited Darwin on one occasion.
Ms Carey has spent the past two and half years as an
environmental lawyer, working on projects with local
councils in Sydney.
‘I’ve always been more interested in environmental law, so
I’m keen to get out of the city and into the bush,’ she says.
O
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Snuffed out
One of the worst medical crises in Australian Indigenous history might well be over.
Now comes the good news that brain-damage from petrol sniffing is reversible.

text
Ron Banks

The biggest scourge in remote Indigenous communities in
the past decade has been petrol-sniffing among young people.
Images in newspapers and on television of teenagers or even
younger children, with their face pressed to a glass jar as
they inhaled the toxic fumes to get a hydrocarbon-induced
high, shocked the world.
Film footage of teenagers staggering about under the effects
of petrol-sniffing became a source of deep shame for
Australians, who could not understand how these young
people could have sunk to such levels of self-destruction.
Brain damage and even death resulted from many of these
bouts of petrol-sniffing, with police and health authorities
seemingly powerless to stop the appalling evidence of abuse.
As the outrage over this practice mounted, Indigenous
communities and the authorities combined to put in
place measures to prevent young people injuring or
killing themselves in such a disturbing way.
Education and health programs have been put in place
to ensure young people understand the dangers and
the Northern Territory Government last year enacted
legislation to allow extreme cases of petrol-sniffing
addicts to be forcibly removed from their communities
and sent on rehabilitation courses.
The Northern Territory Volatile Substance Abuse Act
gives police or other authorised people the power to seize
inhalants such as petrol, glue and paint where they are
being abused. The police also have the power to ‘apprehend
those under the influence of volatile substances’, with the
courts given the capacity to order compulsory treatment
programs for chronic substance abusers.
The Act makes it clear that inhaling substances is not
regarded as a criminal offence and if a substance-abuser
absconds from a court-ordered residential rehabilitation
program there is no provision for a prison term or any
other form of punishment.
Instead, police or health workers can apply for a warrant
through the court to look for the person and return them
to the program.
The most positive move towards ending the scourge of
petrol-sniffing however is the replacement of petrol by
the new fuel known as Opal, which contains very low
levels of the hydrocarbons that make sniffers feel high.

Where Opal has already been introduced the incidence of petrol-sniffing
has dropped and governments in the
Northern Territory, South Australia and
Western Australia are now rolling out
the new fuel to garages and fuel depots
that supply Indigenous communities.
When the roll-out of Opal was
announced late last year there was
some resistance to substituting the
new fuel for petrol in cars and trucks,
but considerable publicity has been
generated to reassure motorists that
the fuel is safe and effective and will
not damage car engines.
As part of the publicity campaign
earlier this year former Essendon
footballer Dean Rioli drove a four-wheel
drive vehicle fuelled by Opal across
5570km of Central Desert countryside –
just to prove there were no problems
running any kind of vehicle on the fuel.
By removing ordinary petrol from the
reach of young people and backing up
the move with legislation to rehabilitate offenders, the Northern Territory
and state governments are hopeful
that petrol sniffing is on the way to
complete extermination.
Indeed, The Australian newspaper was
confident enough to run a front-page
report in March saying that the petrol
sniffing scourge had been defeated in
the Territory.
Cautious optimism was spreading
through the region, reported The
Australian’s Darwin correspondent,
with only about 20 people believed
to be sniffing in central Australia –
down from 600 about 18 months ago.
While the evidence is anecdotal rather
than survey-based, there does appear
to be a feeling that the practice has
been wiped out in some remote
communities. But outbreaks of petrol,
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glue or paint-sniffing tend to occur
with an unpredictability that frustrates
health authorities and the communities
themselves.

The team employs a range of diagnostic tools to test brain
impairment in Indigenous people, among them using infrared technology to monitor eye-movement and voice acoustic
techniques that register deterioration in speech function.

For those who have suffered brain
impairment from too much petrolsniffing, there is some good news
coming out of the Menzies School of
Health Research at Charles Darwin
University – the self-inflicted harm
is reversible.

This kind of testing equipment avoids the problems of
testing Indigenous substance-abusers with ‘literacy’ or
comprehension-style tests that depend on the recognition
of words, given that English may be their fourth language
and therefore their grasp of English can be poor, invalidating
such testing.

Researcher Doctor Sheree Cairney, a
cognitive neuroscientist, says evidence
is now emerging from a longitudinal
study over 10 years that the brain
damage can be reversed and cognitive
function returned to close to normal if
petrol-sniffers stay off the habit.
‘The evidence suggests the return to
normal brain-functioning is more likely
among those who have not been longterm addicts,’ says Doctor Cairney. ‘
The longer someone has been sniffing
petrol, the less likely they are to achieve
normal cognitive function once they
abstain. Even so, their cognitive powers
can be improved, except in the worst
cases of long and severe abuse.’
She says the research results show
that some people make a better
recovery than others and that the
causes of this difference need further
research to come up with an answer.
‘Those people who sniffed leaded
petrol suffered more severe brain
damage than those using unleaded –
particularly in the areas that affect
movement,’ says Doctor Cairney.
She heads up the Darwin-based Menzies
School of Health Research new Healing
and Resilience Unit and leads a program
whose brief includes neuro-science
research into the effects on the brain
of such drugs as petrol, kava, alcohol
and cannabis.

Another appropriate piece of equipment for use in remote
communities is a simple laptop computer program called
Cogstate, which is based on the recognition of playing cards.
Brain function is tested by the participant viewing playing
cards on the screen and clicking the keyboard as they play
simple games, negotiate a maze, or complete other tasks
designed to test memory and recognition skills.
‘The game was designed for Indigenous people, who are
familiar with cards and enjoy playing,’ Doctor Cairney says.
Such testing procedures have enabled health researchers
to visit remote communities to gauge the levels of improvement in cognitive functioning of these former petrol-sniffers.
Hospital-based brain scanning, using an MRI or similar
machines, is simply not possible given the inaccessibility
of these communities.
‘The original testing was done 10 years ago and two years
later a lot of those with serious neurological and cognitive
impairment had recovered significantly,’ Doctor Cairney
says. ‘This year we are going back again to see if further
improvement has been made.’
If the results are as expected and former petrol-sniffers are
on the road to recovery, it will be good news for Indigenous
health. But health and welfare authorities are not letting up
in the war on the insidious effect of volatile substance abuse.
Reseach continues to be coordinated and evaluated; poster
and publicity campaigns called ‘Sniffing and the Brain’
introduced in communities; while health officials remain
alert for signs of the community dysfunction that leads to
sporadic outbreaks. No one knows for certain whether the
scourge has really been defeated – or whether the phenomenon will remain on the fringes ready to break out again
like some ancient pestilence.
O
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Inside Islam

nathan franklin, a CDU political science student, is gaining first-hand knowledge of
Islamic culture by spending a year at an Indonesian pesantren – a boarding school where
the focus is on religious instruction and general education. He reports on the first few
months of observing the long hours of study and prayer involved.
photograph
Barry Ledwidge

I have been in East Java since December 2006.
I am living and conducting research at the pesantren of
Sunan Drajat in Lamongan, East Java.
Students who study here are called santri.
This word forms the bases for the term pesantren, literally
meaning ‘place of the santri’. Pesantren life is disciplined
with a strong focus on religious instruction and education.
The pesantren of Sunan Drajat covers an area of about 15
hectares, where 8000 santri live and study – with numbers
split roughly evenly between males and females.
I have learned the kyai decides what is taught in
the pesantren.
The kyai is both headmaster and religious scholar and
he decides what is taught. The nature of modern society
has forced pesantren to accommodate modern subjects,
such as English language, mathematics and science.
These subjects, however, are filtered through and must
be compatible with existing teachings and beliefs.
About 4000 students live on campus.
The students live in separate male and female dormitories.
Santri are generally junior and senior high school students
aged between 12 and 20. There are about 600 teachers,
half of whom live in the pesantren.

Most students come from
surrounding districts.
These districts include Lamongan,
Gresik, Tuban and Bojonegoro. Some
also come from other islands such as
Sumatra, Kalimantan and Sulawesi.
There are even a few from Malaysia.
Students who board at the pesantren
are not allowed to leave without
permission, but all santri have the
opportunity to travel home twice a
semester during the holidays. Those
struggling to adapt to the lifestyle
are counselled by the dormitory staff
and given blessed water and a prayer.
It’s a situation dealt with usually only
at the beginning of semester.
The education system of the pesantren of Sunan Drajat is diverse.
Sunan Drajat has several different
schools of education, each having their
own specific aims. For example there is
the madrasah of Mu’Allimin and
Mu’Allimat, respectively the male and
female religious schools, usually for
those wishing to become religious
teachers or even future kyai.
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There is also a junior and senior high
school, as well as several TAFE colleges
majoring in subjects such as motor
mechanics to information technology
to English language.
Sunan Drajat is the first pesantren in
Indonesia to have a naval academy for
senior high school students. For the
past few years Sunan Drajat has also
offered university level studies for
bachelor degrees as a branch of the
Islamic University of Lamongan.
There are more than 300 university
students at the pesantren, most of
whom go home after class.
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All junior and senior high school-aged
santri participate in daily religious
sermons – Islamic teachings called
pengajian.
There are two forms of traditional
pengajian that all pesantren exercise,
called bandongan and sorogan.
Bandongan is performed by the
teacher, not necessarily the kyai,
reading Islamic texts, usually the
Quran or the Hadith – book of the ways
of the prophet Muhammad. Sorogan is
the reverse, in which students read the
text while the teacher listens, corrects
and asks questions as to the meaning
of what was read. Generally students
at Sunan Drajat have a high level of
Arabic language, particularly in the
written form. I have observed a typical
day for a male santri of the Mu’Allimin
religious school. His begins at 3:30am,
when the student wakes and gets ready
for morning prayers at the mosque at
4am. At 4:30am students go back to
their dormitories to study religious
texts for half an hour. Then there is
more formal pengajian or Islamic
teaching from 5am to 5.30am where
santri study translations of the Quran.
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Santri then take turns to shower between 5:30am and 6am,
a laborious process because there are so many people.
At 6am students have breakfast and get ready to go to
school, which begins at 7am and finishes at 12:30pm.
They will study English, Indonesia and Arabic language,
mathematics and Islamic texts.
At 1pm santri go to the mosque for prayer for half an hour,
before a one and a half hour break, which includes lunch.
More prayers follow at the mosque at 3pm before students
head back to the dormitories to shower in readiness for
English classes, which begin at 3.45pm. This study session
finishes at 5pm and afterwards those that have not had
their second bath have the opportunity to do so while the
other students rest.
At 5.30pm there is more study of Islamic texts. At 6pm
santri go to the mosque for the evening magrib prayer
and the conduct of formal Quranic recitation. At 7.30pm
the students perform their last daily prayer, isa and at
7.40pm they go back to the dormitories for dinner.
After that there is another pengajian or religious studies
session which does not finish until 9.30pm. The students
head back to their rooms and either go straight to sleep
(not surprisingly) or do more studies, which is usually
more Quranic recitation.
I have also observed the daily routine of a female santri.
It would follow a similar regime, except they do not pray at
the mosque and instead pray at the Musholla putri (female
prayer house) and usually study separately from the males.
In accordance with Muslim tradition the day of rest is Friday,
which is the only day santri do not go to school – giving them
the opportunity to play or do further studies.
Fees at the pesantren are pitched so they are not out
of the reach of the poor.
Male students pay 125,000 rupiah (A$17.50) a month,
which includes food and accommodation. Females
usually pay 95,000 rupiah (A$13.30) a month; however,
they only eat twice a day.
Some of poorest students receive a 50 per cent discount
and about 30 per cent of all santri are able to study for
free. At the pesantren of Sunan Drajat all subjects are
recognised nationally and therefore all students receive
formal education accreditation.
This formal accreditation, as well as the pesantren’s
accessibility to the poor, gives this institution a unique
ability to tap into the grassroots of Javanese society and
inculcate the local community in the ways of Islam.
O
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Protecting paradise
Keeping track of the environmental problems of the remote, sparsely populated northern
coastlines is a challenging task. Marine scientist karen edyvane outlines the planning that
is taking place to establish marine parks and increase knowledge of the threats to survival
of some of the world’s most amazing marine life.
To most Australians, the Top End
marine environments are best
known for their abundance of large
beasts – crocodiles and very big fish.
Yes, Territory newspapers, fishing
magazines and tourism brochures
unrelentingly popularise and reinforce
these dual images of the Territory seas
as something to both fear and exploit.
Fewer Australians however, are aware
that the Top End seas contain much
more than these important tourism
icons. Indeed, the warm tropical oceans
of the Northern Territory are home
to some of the most diverse, pristine
marine environments in Australia
and importantly, some of the largest,
healthy populations of threatened
marine species and habitats remaining
in our region.

On the doorstep of South East Asia, the Territory’s oceans
encompass the shallow, continental seas of the Arafura and
Timor Seas, sharing its waters with three close, regional
neighbours – Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and Timor Leste.
Whether it be lucrative fisheries such as the Red Snapper, or
the migration of endangered Olive Ridley turtles – our shared
seas requires that marine conservation in the Territory needs
to look beyond our traditional three nautical mile horizon.
In contrast to our near neighbours, the Territory
(and northern Australia) is sparsely populated with
relatively undeveloped catchment areas. In many
parts this has resulted in ‘near pristine’ tropical
coastal-marine ecosystems.
The Territory itself contains some of the largest, pristine
catchments, tidal estuaries and coastal wetlands in
Australia, including the largest area of mangroves –
4,120 square kilometres.
Territory waters also contain five out of seven of the
world’s turtle species, including the largest rookeries of
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Olive Ridley turtles in Australia and
South East Asia-Western Pacific.
Nationally and internationally significant nesting colonies of shorebirds and
seabirds also reside in our Territory
waters, along with globally significant
populations of threatened species –
such as sharks, rays, sawfish, sea
snakes, pipefishes and seahorses.
Many species are undergoing rapid
decline globally – and particularly
in South East Asia.
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This rich biodiversity and abundant
resources can only be effectively
managed through regional seas
management and conservation
planning – and establishing research
and monitoring programs to better
understand the ecosystems and
impacts in the region.
Yet marine conservation and planning
in the Territory faces the challenging
characteristic of many remote regions
in Australia, including the lack of
baseline information, limited marine
policies and strategies, lack of marine
conservation planning, limited capacity
and resources and low public awareness.
The Territory currently has only one
recognised Marine Park – Garig Gunak
Barlu (Cobourg) Marine Park (declared
in 1983) and the lowest proportion of
its waters protected in Australia.
Further, the region’s sparse population
has resulted in limited marine research
infrastructure, resources and capacity
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(particularly in regional areas). For instance, the Arafura
Timor Research Facility (at Charles Darwin University) is the
only marine research institution in the Perth to Townsville
region – over half of the Australian coastline. As a consequence, the Territory (and northern Australia’s) marine
ecosystems are poorly known, protected and managed.
Many of the coastal communities are vitally dependent
on coastal and marine resources for food-security and
economic survival, from subsistence exploitation using
traditional methods through to industrial-scale commercial
fisheries, aquaculture and other marine industries.
Despite the isolation and sparse population, marine
biodiversity faces major threats from illegal and unregulated
activities in the Arafura-Timor region – illegal fishing, the
impacts of marine debris and introduced pests/diseases.
Unfortunately, the impacts of illegal fishing do not stop with
fishing – they persist with discarded fishing gear, marine
debris, entangled wildlife and introduced pests/diseases.
The Territory has the highest rates of marine debris in
Australia. More than 5km of ‘ghost nets’ (nets that come
adrift from fishing boats) have been recorded in the
Gulf of Carpentaria by Indigenous sea rangers over
the past two years.
At Cape Arnhem, 205 turtles have been entangled over
the past five years, while in the eastern Gulf of Carpentaria
– about 500 turtles have been killed over the past three
years. Significantly, the ‘critically endangered’ hawksbill
turtle represented 47 per cent of all reported strandings.
The impacts on other marine species (e.g. mammals, fish)
are unknown.
Within northern Australia and the Territory, strong Indigenous rights and interests prevail – with more than 85
per cent of the coastal lands owned by Aboriginal people.
Unlike any other jurisdiction in Australia, marine conservation
in the Territory needs to address the complex socio-cultural
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issues associated with both Indigenous rights and interests
along with the trans-boundary issues in the region – such as:
illegal fishing, marine pollution, biosecurity, loss of protected
species, habitat degradation, poverty alleviation, economic
development and food security.

framework for managing a wide range of
activities including fishing, ecotourism
and aquaculture, as well as providing
long-term, economic and employment
opportunities.

Last year the Department of Natural Resources, Environment
and the Arts (NRETA) established the new Marine Biodiversity Group to provide a coordinated, directed and collaborative
approach to marine research in the NT and provide technical
and policy advice on marine biodiversity conservation and
management in the NT.

The NT Marine Protected Areas Strategy,
which is currently being developed by the
Group, in consultation with key stakeholders, will for the first time detail the
Territory’s approach to establishing
Marine Parks. A key and unique feature
of the Strategy will be outlining a planning
and consultative process for establishing
and managing Marine Parks on Indigenous
sea country.

The Group is located at the Arafura Timor Research Facility
(www.atrf.org.au); a shared research facility with the
Australian Institute of Marine Science, the Australian
National University and Charles Darwin University.
It is currently undertaking a range of National Heritage
Trust (NHT)/Natural Resource Management (NRM) funded
collaborative marine research and conservation planning
projects in the Territory, as well as several externally
funded international projects.
Over the next two years, the Group will be developing
marine conservation policies and strategies for establishing
Marine Parks in the Territory and addressing ‘off-reserve’
biodiversity management as well as setting directions
and priorities for research, monitoring, education and
raising public awareness.
Collaborative research programs are also being undertaken
and developed to identify and monitor some of the major
threats to the Territory’s marine biodiversity – threats such
as illegal fishing, marine debris and climate change.
A key element of this work is developing Territory-wide
marine monitoring, reporting and data management
systems, to underpin sea country planning and management.
In undertaking marine conservation planning, the Marine
Biodiversity Group is also working closely with Indigenous
communities, assisting with establishing Marine Parks,
developing regional marine conservation plans and building
capacity in monitoring and sea country management.
Marine Parks have the opportunity to provide a wide range
of ecological, social and economic benefits to the Territory,
particularly to Indigenous communities. Significantly, Marine
Parks provide an integrated, sustainable management

It’s a very exciting time for marine
conservation in the Territory – and the
research, planning directions, approaches
and cooperative approaches we adopt
here, with Indigenous communities,
have the potential to set national and
international benchmarks.
O
Further information on the Marine Biodiversity
Group’s current activities can be found at
www.nt.gov.au/marinebiodiversity.

biosketch
Professor Edyvane is a specialist in marine
biodiversity/biogeography, Marine Park design
and system planning and ecosystem-based marine
planning. In addition to her position as an adjunct
Professor (Marine Conservation) with Charles
Darwin University, she is also the Principal Scientist
for the newly established Marine Biodiversity Group
of the Department of Natural Resources, Environment
and the Arts.
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Sweat on the frets
Some of the biggest names in the world of classical guitar will
perform at the Darwin International Guitar Festival in July.
Soon after his arrival at Charles Darwin
University in the early 90s, music
lecturer Adrian Walter decided that
Darwin would be just the place for an
international guitar festival. He was
sure that overseas artists would be
attracted to its unique location.
Walter had previously run a guitar
festival in Adelaide, but no one had
ever entertained such an idea.
It did not take long, however, for
Walter’s enthusiasm to rub off on
fellow music enthusiasts in the city,
with Shell agreeing to become its
major sponsor.
The Shell Darwin International Guitar
Festival was held for the first time in
1993, with the added attraction of an
international competition for young
classical guitar players.
The guitar festival is still going strong
as a biennial event, with the seventh
Darwin International Guitar Festival
running in July this year – minus the
international competition.
‘I removed that after three competitions,’ says Walter, who continues as
the festival’s artistic director even after
promotion from classical guitar and
cello lecturer to Dean of the Faculty
of Law, Business and Arts.
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He explained that guitar competitions,
while adding to a festival’s prestige, can
end up as the kind of event that simply
has ‘too much acrimony’ – not only
among the competitors but among the
judges and even the audience.

with the guitar concerto to be
performed at the real Nourlangie
Rock in Kakadu National Park in
the presence of the composer.
John Williams would also return in
1995 to premiere another Australian
composition, Ross Edward’s guitar
concerto Maninya.
This year’s festival will again feature a
raft of leading international guitarists,
several of them Latin/classical
exponents from South America.
A glance down the program schedule
shows guitarists from Brazil, Ecuador,
Colombia, Netherlands, America, Italy,
Spain and Canada – as well as leading
Australian group Saffire, one of the
world’s hottest guitar quartets.
One of the biggest names this year is
American guitarist Eliot Fisk, one of the
last pupils to be taught directly by the
world’s most famous classical guitarist
andres Segovia, who once described
his pupil as ‘at the top line of our
artistic world’. Fisk is a big drawcard
wherever he goes.
Other noted guitarists headed for the
festival are Carlos Barbarosa-Lima,
Carlo Barone, Tim Brady, Anthony
Garcia, Nuccio D’Angelo, Julian
Byzantine and the Berlin-based duo
Oliver Fartach-Narni and Thea Nielsen.
One of the more unusual musical
offerings will be transcriptions for solo
guitar of Rossini’s opera Semiramide,
performed by young Dutch guitarist
Izhar Elias.

Since the pioneering days of the festival
it has attracted talented guitarists from
around the world. The first festival
kicked off with Australian-born, British
resident guitarist John Williams as the
headline act and Peter Sculthorpe
as the featured composer.

The Darwin International Guitar
Festival will feature an extensive
program of concerts, special performances and workshops on the campus
of host Charles Darwin University
and in the city centre over 10 days.

Sculthorpe had written a guitar
concerto for Williams entitled
Nourlangie Rock, an event ripe for
exploitation in the Territory. Walter
had the brilliant idea of inviting both
musical talents to his first festival –

antennae
The Festival runs from July 4-14; full program
and artist biographies on the website
www.darwinguitar.com
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On the waterfront
Historian kathy de la rue recalls the frenzy of construction that turned the original
Darwin waterfront into the city’s major settlement area.

opposite
Goyder’s landing
place and camp.
This photograph
was taken in 1870
and shows Fort Hill
in the background
and the schooner
Gulnare riding at
anchor in the Harbour.
photograph
Courtesy Northern
Territory Library,
Spillett Collection.
PHO 238/0029

The waterfront at Darwin might
resemble a boomtown construction
site these days, the activity obliterating
all traces of its origins. Few probably
realise, however, this area below
Government House was originally one
of Darwin’s most significant sites of
European settlement, with a level of
construction in its day to rival its
modern counterpart.
It is to be hoped that when the
waterfront development is completed
there will be the opportunity for the
site’s historical origins to be acknowledged and signposted for the benefit
of both local residents and visitors.
The historical site, stretching along
the waterfront and the beach near the
Deckchair Cinema, was commonly
called ‘The Camp’ in the late 19th
and early 20th century.
George Woodroffe Goyder, sent by
the South Australian Government in
February 1869 to survey the region
in preparation for future settlement,
landed with his team of 134 surveyors
and support staff below Fort Hill and
the plateau on which eventually would
be built the township of Darwin.

After ensuring there was an adequate water supply,
Goyder set up camp on this ‘saddle’ because, he claimed,
it was appreciably cooler than the plateau above.
Accordingly, the men of the Northern Territory Survey
Expedition began to unload the surveying equipment,
tents, food and other stores, horses and other livestock,
their personal belongings and their dogs from the overcrowded collier, the Moonta, which had carried them
on the six weeks’ voyage from Adelaide.
A month later the Moonta set sail for the south with an
incredible amount of work accomplished. All the stores
and stock had been landed and the fittings on the Moonta,
including the deckhouse, dismantled and taken ashore to
be used as accommodation in the camp.
The landing place had been cleared of rocks and a small
jetty assembled there. A trig pile had been erected and a
garden started. Various wells had been dug; timber had been
cut for stables and a store, while bark had been collected for
roofing material. These buildings were quite substantial.
The schooner Gulnare arrived in the harbour at the end
of March with further supplies and equipment for the
Expedition. The cargo included sheets of corrugated iron
for accommodation for some of the senior officers and for
storage facilities. The men set about erecting these buildings,
which added a more permanent air to the camp. Goyder
moved into one of these houses at the end of April and
he noted in his diary that although the iron house was
painted it was dreadfully hot.
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The Main Camp,
taken from Fort Hill
looking towards
the cliff where the
Cenotaph stands today.
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above right
The Camp in 1878.
The single men’s
quarters are behind
the family home,
and Government
House is visible on
the plateau above.
photograph
Courtesy of Northern
Territory Library.
Spillett Collection.
PHO 238/0033

With the arrival of the Gulnare the Main Camp at Fort Hill
grew until it covered an extensive area from the beach back
towards Stokes Hill. It consisted of a mixture of round and
square tents, iron houses and sheds and huts made of
saplings and roofed with bark – all laid out in orderly
rows with the ground cleared of timber and scrub.
After the survey teams moved out into the hinterland to
survey the country blocks, about 50 men were left at the
Main Camp, as it was called. It was the role of these men
to improve the camp in their spare time.
All this activity was observed by the land’s traditional
owners, the Larrakia, who showed a great deal of interest
in the invasion, little realising the appropriation of their
country was to be permanent.
The Larrakia set up their own camp on the plateau above
Goyder’s domain and occasionally helped the Europeans
by showing them where good water could be found and
by bringing specimens of local flora and fauna to the
Expedition’s naturalist.
They also traded their artefacts with individual members
of the Expedition. At first they were generally treated with
wary kindness by the Europeans. But after a draftsman,
J. Bennett, was killed and an axeman and W. Guy was injured
in an attack on the survey camp at Fred’s Pass, restrictions
on the Larrakia’s entry into the Main Camp were imposed.
Goyder ordered more defensive measures to be taken both
there and at the outlying survey camps.
By mid-July 1869 the survey teams were finalising their work
in the hinterland and had begun to return to the Main Camp.
With a larger work force at his disposal, Goyder began to
improve both the accommodation at the Camp and the road
to the town site while the Expedition awaited the arrival of
a ship to take them home to South Australia.
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was published as
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Darwin in 2004.

Concerts which had been initiated on the voyage north on
the Moonta were resumed on a regular basis. Goyder had an
iron store moved to the end of a mess hut which, when the
adjoining walls were removed, made a commodious room
for the concerts, which the men promptly christened the
‘Theatre Royal’ after the most prestigious theatre in Adelaide.
The Gulnare arrived back at Darwin on August 24, 1869
and by September 27 Goyder’s work was finished and the
schooner prepared for the journey south. That day was
declared a holiday in the camp and sporting events organised for the daylight hours while farewell dinners were held
in the evening. At 152 tons, the Gulnare was not large enough
to accommodate more than the 36 men who left in her.

The remaining 101 men had to wait for
the schooner to return and for other
ships to arrive before they could bid
the embryo settlement farewell.
Goyder’s Camp was not abandoned.
The majority of town lots laid out on
the plateau above it were reserved for
the land-order holders who purchased
the land before it was surveyed. Very
few of the landowners came to the
Territory to develop their country and
town lots, but they effectively tied up
the land and precluded its development by bona fide settlers.
The problem of these absentee landowners plagued the South Australian
administration and, later, the municipal authorities in Darwin for many
decades after the town was surveyed.
Goyder did not survey the land on
which he established his Camp and
it was therefore available for accommodation for the public servants.
The tents, the small iron houses and
the huts made of saplings and roofed
with bark were gradually replaced by
attractive homes and a substantial
building erected to house the single
men employed by the administration.
The Main Camp simply became The
Camp to Darwin residents, the area
presenting a comparatively attractive
and welcoming view to passengers
arriving at the jetties extending from
both Fort Hill and Stokes Hill.
The Camp remained predominantly a
residential area until the late 1930s
when the Navy appropriated the land
for defence purposes. After the Second
World War, the area became exclusively
industrial as the iron ore wharf was
built on Fort Hill and the hill itself was
levelled. It lost its distinctive fort-like
shape with all traces of the Northern
Territory Survey Expedition lost forever.
O
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Eubena Nampitjin
Itjantjarra 2003
screenprint
image 104.0 x 70.0 cm
sheet 121.0 x 80.4 cm
publisher
Warlayirti Artists,
Balgo WA
printer
Simon White, Northern
Editions printmaking
studio and gallery at CDU

LIMITED EDITION
Eubena Nampitjin’s luminous sceenprint Itjantjarra depicts her traditional
country located far to the south west of
Balgo in the Great Sandy Desert, along
the middle stretches of the Canning
Stock Route. The two small circles
represent tjurrnu (soakwaters) named
Itjantjarra and is a place Eubena
would travel to collect water when
she was hunting. Also illustrated in
this screenprint are the tali (sand
dunes) which dominate this country
(Warlayirti Artists 2003).

The vibrant, high-key colour palette
and sweeping gestural marks depicted
in Itjantjarra are signature features of
Eubena’s painting style. She is also
known for her thick and often wet
layering of paint. Printmaker, Simon
White, has helped Eubena to capture
the key elements of her painting style
in this screenprint by using 34 separate
colour screens to painstakingly build
up the rich texture and dense glowing
colour of the work.

image courtesy of the artist and Warlayirti Artists photograph by Anne Chivas.

Eubena Nampitjin was born in 1930
near Well 33 on the Canning Stock
Route and is one of Balgo’s most senior
and celebrated artists. She has been a
key figure in the community’s painting
movement since its inception in the
mid-1980s and has been acknowledged
by some as one of the Aboriginal art
movement’s greatest artists. In 1998
she won the Open Painting Award at
the 15th National Aboriginal and Torres
Straight Islander Art Award and since
then she has held several solo exhibitions and participated in many group
shows. Eubena’s work has been collected
by all major public galleries and many
corporate and private collections both
in Australia and overseas.
O
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New from CDU Press
The Sound of the Sky
Daena Murray
paperback
ISBN 10 – 0 9802923 0 1.
Empty North: The Japanese
Presence and Australian
Fears, 1860s to 1942
Pam Oliver
paperback, 203 pages
ISBN 0 9802923 3 6
This historical study considers the positive
nature of Japanese immigration to the
north of Australia alongside the fear many
Australians developed of Japanese resident
in White Australia after 1901. The book
examines key questions. What part did
Japanese people play in the positive
development of Australia’s Northern
Territory? Were Australians’ fears of
Japanese residents justified? Were
Japanese immigrants an official part of
Japan’s program of southern expansion
before World War 2? Did they prepare
for Japan’s bombing of Australia? These
questions and more are examined within
the context of Australia’s relations with
Japan and Japan’s expansion into South
East Asia and the Pacific regions.
Dr Pam Oliver, an honorary research
associate at Monash University, begins
her story with Japanese settlement in
the 1880s, when businesses and pearling
companies arrived and contributed to
the urban and business development of
northern Australian towns.
But their integration into British colonial
society was to founder on the rocks of
racism, with calls for a White Australia
policy linked to fears that Australia would
lose the north to invaders, who were just
waiting to occupy the ‘empty’ uninscribed
earth of the Territory.
However, the early Japanese settlers were
adept at developing networks in the north
and many businesses survived, despite
the hostility. According to the author, the
early Japanese communities were never
large, but were often influential beyond
their numbers.
She also finds that there was no evidence
that the Japanese who had settled in
Darwin played any role in the bombing
that occurred in the Second World War.
O

Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory curator
Daena Murray explores the visual response of artists of
European descent when confronted by the Territory’s
landscape for the first time in this sumptuous, scholarly
yet illuminating book. In the words of magnt director
Anna Malgorzewicz in her preface, the book acknowledges
the lasting legacy of these art ‘pioneers’ who have captured
the Northern Territory in a visual record of over two hundred
years duration.
‘It shows how the Northern Territory, new and different to
the artist’s gaze, changed forever the course of their art,
This, in turn, determined the ways the Territory was viewed
by those who had never seen it before. Territory-inspired art
now reaches the popular imagination and its search for
Australian identity. It resonates with symbols and stories
of spiritual and cultural import.’
The book is an outcome of the magnt exhibition The Sound
of the Sky, curated by Ms Murray last year. It also draws on
her research for her PhD.
The influences of more than 80 artists are discussed,
beginning with William Westall, an artist on board Matthew
Flinders’ ship Investigator as the crew explored the coastline
in 1802-03. It takes a discerning look at what happened
to many artists trained in the European fine art tradition
after they had seen the Northern Territory.
For many, their eyes were opened to new and more intense
colours and to landscape forms that they had never
imagined. For some modernists the impact was so great
that they took up landscape painting for the first time.
Ms Murray says that Sidney Nolan’s first trip to the Territory
in 1950 was a landmark in his development as an artist.
It was the first time he had painted a series where the
subjects were solely landscapes.
Nolan was taken all over the Territory by plane and by
truck and spent a lot of time in the central desert,
returning on several occasions.
The Sound of the Sky is an important art book in itself,
but also invaluable as a guide to the history of the
Northern Territory as seen through the eyes of some
of Australia’s most significant visual artists.
The book is available at the CDU Bookshop, the magnt
Bookshop and major bookshops.
O
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Out of Africa

Jim Rebbechi’s remarkable journey from Melbourne builder to
CDU lecturer in Alice Springs began 17 years ago in Mozambique.
In 1990 Jim Rebbechi wanted a new
challenge in life, one that involved
helping others in need. So, he took
his construction and carpentry skills
to Mozambique, a country in the
throes of civil war.
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As a volunteer with Australian
Volunteers Abroad (now Australian
Volunteers International) he was
posted by the Ministry of Construction
and Water to work as a site supervisor
and builder in Niassa province in the
north west of the country.
The war ended in October 1992 and
with further opportunities opening
up in peace time, Rebbechi decided
to stay on in Mozambique to, quite
literally, help rebuild the country.
In the years that followed he used
his trade skills to build schools and
health posts for the United Nations
Refugee Agency and then managed
the construction of the University
of Mozambique, training about
30 permanent and 50 casual
construction staff.
With no recognised qualifications in
construction and trade skills available
in Mozambique, Rebbechi decided to
train his own staff on the job, as the
buildings were erected.
He says one of the biggest challenges
for the construction industry was the
supply of building materials. ‘Getting
material was a nightmare and we often

had to source them from outside the country,’ he says.
‘We even blasted rock and had workers breaking it down
by hand just to make concrete. Sand was dug from river
beds and trees were cut down to make timber posts.
It was making materials from scratch.’
He admits his time in Africa, with its many challenges, was a
life-changing event. ‘It makes you look at things differently;
it gives you a new perspective on how we fit into the world.’
One of the legacies of his time is that he continues to sponsor
students from Africa.
Rebbechi and his partner, Karin moved from Mozambique to
the Northern Territory in August 2005. ‘After living in Africa,
we didn’t want to live in a city like Melbourne again and
Central Australia appealed to me.’
When they arrived in Alice Springs, Rebbechi spent six months
at Haasts Bluff as an essential services operator with the
local council and then a year at Mount Allan as housing
manager, before taking on the role as lecturer in carpentry
and construction at the Alice Springs campus of CDU.
‘There were terrific young guys out there who I trained
to look after the properties,’ he says. He believes African
and Indigenous education are closely comparable,
citing ownership and pride as two key elements in the
educational success of community members.
‘In terms of keeping people’s interest up, involving them in
what they’re doing and owning an idea or project, it’s the
same approach on both continents,’ he says. ‘Making people
feel like they are part of the process is really important.’
As a lecturer at CDU, Rebbechi says he looks forward
to working in Indigenous communities, sharing his
knowledge of the construction industry in different
cultures with limited resources.
‘It’s a journey I started many years ago and I hope
can contribute a great deal,’ he concludes.
O

